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We sleep in the midst ot un— touched harps of blessing. Let us
— arise and sweep their strings on
— this Thanksgiving. Day.—Burrell.
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The Rockland Shells should refrain
A TURKEY SHOOT
fitom eating too much Thanksgiving
turkey, for they will have their hands
Fish and Game Association
full- at Community Park when they Where Commune
g iriu Qf Colonia, Ancestors- An
Will Hold Annual Event
meet the Camden Challengers. In the |
J"
Incident Of a Sunday Journey
latter's lineup will be Thomas, for
At Country Club
merly one of the star backs of the
Colby team; Alton Keene of Fordham; i
(By The Roving Reporter)
Dwinal, ex-Bates star; Chapin, for
is being demolished, probably as a
mer Rockland High star; Massahn. j
Hopkins, Plaisted. Nash. Frye. Alex- j
further contribution to the beauti
fication of that neighborhood, which
ander, Mayhew and Gerrsh. Witn
some of the erstwhile Shells playing |
had Its beginning with the removal
of the hotel.
on the Camden team there will neces- ■
sarily be a realignment of the locals, j
Motoring from Camden to Lincoln
on which eleven will be seen Fowler, j
ville is decidedly more pleasurable
Connon. Mazzeo, ends; Glover, Fales.I
than it was a few weeks ago. but the
tackles;
Moulaison.
Monaghan, t
—
i highway dentists still have some
guards; Larrabee, center; and Black.
bridgework to do before the valedlcHamlin, Valenta. Hooper. Knight and
I tory of Springbrook Hill Is written,
Wiggin, backs.
and one glides onward over a grade

IN THE BLACK HOUSE

BOYS’

CHINCHILLA COATS
We have left just a few of those
BOYS’NAVY BLUE CHINCHILLA
COATS with Hats and Leggings
Sizes 2, 3, 4. $5.00 quality for
$3.98

THE ICE FISHING PROBLEM

CIVIC IMPROVEMENT
Garden Club Offers Six Sug

Association Will Present Matter At Special Session—Tons
Of Eiders But None To Eat

gestions Which It Hopes
To See Adopted

The civic committee of the Oarden
The universal objection to the bai: from the special Legislative session, Club, composed of Mrs Thelma Snow,
I on ice fishing in the months of but urged that strong delegations be chairman. Mrs. Leola Wiggin, Mrs.
GIRLS’ BROWN COAT with Fur
Collar
1 December and January found further sent to Augusta in behalf of them, Beulah Allen, Mrs Annabelle Berry,
$8.00 Qualitiy for $5.00
and also offered the suggestion that Mrs Nellie Hall and Mrs. Elsa Sonn' expression Tuesday night when tit?
A Few Good Vaalues in
this Association select the ponds it tag. has submitted these suggestions
LADIES’ HATS for $1.00
directors of the Knox County Fish desires to have open, and be pre
i for civic improvement to Mayor
Other Ha’.s S1.98 ahd $2.98
■ and Game Association, in session at pared with a bill for that purpose.
Richardson for consideration, stress
BOYS’ JERSEY SUITS
From $1.00 t» $1.75
It was left with Representative ing the point that Rockland has a
- Tenant's Harbor, voted unanimously
SEWING OF ALL KINDS
to take the matter up with Commis- Fogg to see that such a measure is large inflow of summer tourists mak
DONE HERE
'
ing It important that the city present
1 sloner Stobie to see what may be I Presen,etL
( Chief Warden Bradbury said he an inviting appearance:
done about repealing this law at the
had informed the department that , To have something done to elimin
ROCKLAND
313 MAIN ST..
special session of Legislature, winch , crawiord’s Pond. Alford's Lake and ate the disagreeable odor from the
begins next week.
Megunticook Lake should be closed city dump. Borne cities muintuin two
Having virtually • promised The, so slight as to be almost negligible.
to ice fishing in this district and that city dumps, one for ill-smelling refuse
Representative
Neil
A.
Fogg,
who
'
The
capita!
cf
Knox
County
Courier-Gazette's customers that I !
Remodeling Northport Highway
and the other for non-odorous. It
ROLLER SKATING
should do no more roving during
in the few weeks that have elapsed Thanksgiving morning will be at the was a member of the fish and gam ■ they be stocked to the limit with two dumps cannot be arranged, would
salmon
and
trout.
Ice
fishing
to
be
at the
1933 I feel that an apology is due since my last roving venture, which Rockland Country Club, Maverick committee in the last Legislature
Screened Soft Lumo Coal
done on those ponds which are not suggest that the present dump be
...
_ ,
.
.
for pre-empting space for another was to the Rangeley Lake region, the street, as far as the sportsmen are ■ gave
a concise and comprehensive
$9.00
strictly
game fish ponds. He ex- treated chemically to kill the odor
article, and there would not have face of nature has been notably concerned for it is there the Knox
’/2 ton $4.50; % ton $2.50
County
Fish
and
Game
Association
sUtem<
‘
nt
“
10
whal
’
happened
in
pre^d
surprise that the salmon which causes many complaints from
been another had not -the weather altered. Gone is the autumnal
citizens.
Lumpy Steam Coal $8.50
man injected a comparatively mild scenery and in its place the highway **" hold its annual Thanksgiving the closing days of the 1933 session, and trout are not caught through < To have some action taken to com
the
ice
in
December
and
Januar"
I
and illuminating remarxs were of
Best grade Hard Coal $14
Sunday into his premature winter borders are sere and brown. Just to turkey shoot.
pel storekeepers to care for their rub
Thank'giving Afternoon and Eve
Delivered in Rockland and
The match has been marked by fered lrom time to time by Chief They are at Moosehead.
scheme
show
the
inroads
that
near-zero
bish, particularly paper, so the streets
ning
—
2
until
5,
and
7
until
11
Thomaston
Ernest C. Davis interjected the re
I shall never cease to feel thank- weather has made I called attention great, success and fair dealing in Warden.W. Earl Bradbury.
may not be cluttered up as they arc
CONFETTI PARTY TONIGHT
J. B. PAULSEN
Inclusive of guests there were 23 mark that Crawford's Pond Is one at present, particularly on Sunday
ful that I yielded to this Nomadic , to the fact that one year ago this former years, hence its success this
(Wednesday)
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
of the best pickerel ponds in the
mornings when citizens are bound
lure for it provided me with my first time the apple trees were still hung season is assured. Shooting will present at. the meeting—not nearly
143*It
143‘lt
State.
start
at
8
o'clock
and
continue
un1
enough
to
vanquish
the
splendii
for church and many visitors are
opportunity to motor over that splen- with red fruit, and it seemed a pity
til noon, regardless of weather. A turkey supper provided by the East-? "Do you want to stand by the D»- passing through the. city. This is
did stretch of highway between that there was nobody to pluck it.
BASSICK BROTHERS
choice assortment of dressed birds ern Star women, but who neverthe paitment, or have opened certain always very unslghUy in the region of
Brewer and Ellsworth — bituminous Sunday there were no red apples to
South Thomaston
has been secured and every con less gave a good account of them-, ponds which it does not recom the Brook. Many unfavorable com
macadam for the most part, with a be seen; the frozen fruit had turned;
Attention Chicken Hatchers!
mend?" asked Dr Fogg directing his ments are heard concerning this.
Fine Memorials in Granite
venience possible has been arrange! selves.
comparatively short stretch of into a dull, unwholesome brown.
;
UNION FARMERS’
question
to the meeting at large.
Represented by
85-T-tf
for the participants, the match to
To have unemployed men being
A vote of thanks was extended to
cemdr.t as you ride through LucerneBetween Lincolnville and NorthThe answer came in a chorus.
TRADING CLUB
C. H. WOODCOCK
be conducted along the line of its the Bird family for its recent con
helped
by the city remove weeds
in-Maine. At the end of the trail, or port the road crews are wrestling
Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me.
"The
department,"
everybody which render many of our streets
W anted—30.000 to 35.000 Chickens,
predecessors.
tribution to the Elmer S. Bird trout
'
the
destination
originally
planned,
with
a
mighty
task
—
here
a
fill
which
;
fiom February 15 to April 15
shouted.
unsightly, also burdocks which grow
rearing station at, Appleton, and an
’ was Ellsworth- where a new and will call for many hundreds of cubic
Only State Te.'ed Hocks
Dr. Conley was not smitten with in profusion in some parts of the
j
drove
up
and
gave
us
a
most
cordial
Considered
nouncement
was
made
concerning
:
modern city is rising phoenix-like yards of stone and earth; there a
greeting. There ensued a 15-minute the turkey shoot to be held at the the idea of closing the three ponds city.
Said Club wants 2rr Commission
from the ashes to which the old city > gap which is being cut through solid
talkfest in which the favored sub Country Club on the forenoon of recommended by the chief warden,
from Selling Price
To have the city police more closely
PHONE 2S7-W
had been reduced through the art ledge to serve as the foundation for
because so few salmon and trout patrol the untenanted houses, in the
Write or Call,
_
jects were Crescent Beach and War Thanksgiving Day. 8 to 12.
•tm a demented man.
a new and straighter thoroughfare.
are caught there in winter The endeavor to apprehend tlwse who
JOHN W. NIEMI
ren.
• • • »
Had we seen nothing else than thr
And somebody is building a new
R. F. D. 1
W ARREN, ME.
ROCKLAND
Former President Walter P. Con more pickerel caught there the bet may be breaking windows and doing
144 UNION ST.,
Remember
Wong
Yuen?
Ellsworth which was in process of rail fence—a stranger to this lo143145
141-146
We dined at the Oriental Restau- ley. told of the two-mile extension ter it would be for the game fish was otlffr damage to these empty houses.
! reconstruction it would have been cality but a reminder of those apIf a few such cases were brought to
his argument.
ample reward for the Journey, but parently endless rail fences which ran^> where I made inquiries con- which is being made to the rearing
« 4 • •
light, undoubtedly it would prevent
pool in Gray and of the addition ofS
with it came an unexpected oppor- Ed and I beheld with so much in-’ cern^g Wong Yuen, who established
Chief Warden Bradbury urged ali much future damage.
another
tank
car
to
the
service.
tunity to visit the Black house, which terest while motoring through the
Rockland cafe afterward known
of the members Io visit the rear
To have the city rcbbis.i trucks
as the Penobscot Grill, and who will “With the Bird pool taking care of
has been so much exploited in the Province of Quebec,
ing
pool
at
Appleton“
We
are
going
covered
as they piss tlirough the
be remembered as having a family Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Counties, to have some wonderful fish out of streets.
newspapers and magazines without
Howe With the Blue Blinds
and
these
improvements
at
Gray,
wc
in the least exaggerating upon the
Belfast calls for a detour because of seven particularly attractive chilit,” he declared.
To prevent having our city shade
should be able to look forward to
marvels which are to be found in the of highway improvements which are dren TheBangor restaurant hapsome extra nice trout fishing in this I President Hocking, who never trees cut down. Our beautiful trees
interior of the mansion. Concerning being made in the business zone. f>ened to
the one where Wong
ducks work or responsibility, but add much to the looks of our city.
some of these I will make more spe- At Frankfort huge blocks of granite served “chef after
leaving Rock- State," said Dr. Conley, who was re whose mind is very much on ducks,
porting as proxy for “Cappy" Carle
A PALERMO TRAGEDY
clfli mention as the story progresses quarried from Mt. Waldo are being land. The proprietor told us that
ton F. Snow, detained at home by a wanted an extension of the shooting
Wong
went
to
China
for
a
visit,
ann
Alone in her home at Palermo,
Seen From the Car Window
j toted to the dock by a fussy little
season and was told by the chief
severe cold.
vs.
when fire broke out late Tuesday.
It was 10 a. m. when Edward engine—there to await shipment o'.) upon his return located in Provi
And now there came to the fore warden that the Bath sportsmen arj Miss Mary F Crane, 83. an invalid
dence.
His
family
is
still
in
China.
Oonia pointed the nose of his Chev- one of the I. L. Snow Co.’s craft to
of the same opinion. They favor
Crossing the bridge into Brewer, the matter uppermost in minds of all
rolet in the general direction of Stonington, where expert cutters will
cutting the bag limit to five birds died of suffocation before aid could
and
heading awaj- for Ellsworth over the members—the prohibiting of the
Bangor; wind S.S.E., as Boze would fashion it into building materialand extending the season a month. reach her. A brother. Alex, found
Ice fishing privilege.
say. quoting from "Dad's Diary,' , One doesn’t go through Winterport that new highway to which I have
Selectman Fred Seavey of Port the lifeless form on the floor when
Chief Warden Bradbury said he
and not a sail or a hull_ was to bi today without espying a residence referred, we met not a few cars witn
Clyde told ot great flights of eider he discovered a section of the kitchen
deer strapped to the running board.. could find nobody in his travels who
seen on the broad surface of our which has blinds so blue that they
ducks and thought that the fisher in flames on returning from an er
favored closing all the ponds, and
fair (and lonesome) Rockland har- put to shame any tint that was ever At East Holden we saw many over
men, hard pushed for food these rand. Medical attention failed to re
believed it would mean a lot to the
vive the aged woman.
2.00 o’clock
bor.
I adopted by the painter of our firma- night camps and a large sawmill,
fishermen to have some of them days ought to be allowed to shoot
The surf was breaking quite spec- ment. Bluer than Yale felt or. the which seemed to be the other indus
them.
“
There
are
thousands
o
’
opened. He quoted State Commis
A Peach of a Family” was repeated
COMMUNITY PARK
tacularly against Indian Island at day following its drubbing <■•. the try in that village.
them on cur shores. Who's getting
sioner Stobie to that effect
Tuesday night before We&sawesReag
Lucerne:
Home
Of
Log
Cabins
the entrance to Rockport harbor, bu, 1 hands of Harvard's crimson warriors,
This will be the last game of the season probably.
Oscar E. Starrett knew of no them? Do they die of old age?" Mr. Orange in South Thomaston, and was
Comes now Lucerne-in-Malne, * salmon being caught by ice fishermen
there was no lightkeeper to-worry
At Hampden we see the dance hall
“ked'
thaf lhe
received with much enthusiasm. The
See the old rivals fight it out!
about what the day might bring, and where they are still marathoning. ex- beautiful but ill-starred summer reat Crawford's Pond last, winter, and are actually in want, but don't play will probably be given once more,
the white building which so long was' cept on the 24 hours comprising the sort, where everybody who bought a
"Put" Bicknell, who lias had a camp want to break the law. Tons of food maybe twice.
; one of the "guardians of our coast" Sabbath. Twelve couples, not quite lot was pledged to erect a log cabin,
at Alford's for 16 years didn't think that the inhabitants can't, touch was
stood as a solitary and disconsolate , foolproof, remained in the contest, The hillsides are sprinkled with
there had been six salmon caught his terse way of expressing it.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
j memorial to days which will prob- i
we were told. these critters, some of them so thorDr. Conley believed that action
through the ice in all that period
ably come no more.
j There was very little ice in the oughly concealed that I wonder how
I,VT my I,fe *Kn,n T w°uld
“If the present law remains in ef could be obtained under such con
There was a brief pause at Harry j river Sunday, certainly nothing to the occupants ever saw anything but
•
n ♦ d / ru,e 10 rPHd
Poetry
' AT THE
fect," said Mr Bicknell, "we have ditions. and that, the privilege of and U«ten to some munlc at leant once
Brown's filling station where the \ call the Kickapoo from her lee berth | trees and sky. The "streets" are
a week The low of these tastes Is a loss
shooting
the
ducks
would
mean
got to stay at home until Feb. 1st.
of happiness —Charles Darwin
! voice of our former brother Lion was at Tillson wharf. Most of it had named for trees. The clubhouse is If a lot of salmon were caught much to the residents of the Fox
thanksgiving
much more cheerful than the prom- been converted into reserved seats by rather an Imposing affair, but I don't through the ice I would be the first Islands.
75 CENTS
Her* teachestruth th* fll‘,nlng »utumn
j ise held out by leaden and rain- , the seagulls, which seem to have think any of the surroundings Un
A
constable
burst
in
upon
the
to want, to see the ponds closed."
filled skies.
about as much sense as John Wads- pressed me quite as much as the
H,r<teure t*’e
,u Kood harvests
Dr. Conley opined that the ice fish meeting at this point,* threatening
Passing through the town, and worth's ducks up in Camden. They tourist camps known as "The ing legislation passed at the last, arrests unless the cars parked in "Who grows from day to day in love and
beauty
! taking that sharp curve on the hill sit all night on a neighbor's icy lawn Cedars.” I did not, learn until I session was a special privilege for e front of the hall were removed. Im
And^onderstandlng thanks his Maker
j reached home that this property is few and he had no doubt the law personating the official was Edward
side we note that another building in preference to parking in barn.
The clock struck 12 as we rode into i under the management of Mr. and would be repealed.
Torrey, who furnished much amuse God asks no sudden pausing from our
duties
----------------------------------------------------- 497T- i Bangor, noting as we did so the j Mrs. M. J. Mullin. Mrs. Mullin was
• • • •
ment with his two monologues.
That we may shout abroad His Name
and praise.
elaborate
Christmas
deeoration., formerly Mrs Llnnle Wotton of
Representative Fogg then ex
For He would rather hear the homely
CHRISTMAS
GREENS
clatter
I which had already overspread the J Rockland.
RED CROSS BENEFIT
plained the situation as he saw it
Of household things on busy, useful
I front of Freese’s store. It was lunch j Odd names always come to the sur- while In attendance upon Legisla
days.
Holly, laurel and ground pine have
hour, but first we must call upon f3®* on fbese trips. There was for ture.
These trees thit stand here, ready for
been wastefully harvested To Insure
the winter.
’ Dr. Joe Starrett, a former Warren 1 instance a place called "Whistle Inn,
“We tried to work out for Commis
Had not one voice to cry, "We love
a supply of Christmas greens for the
Specialize en Chimes and French
You. God!"
boy. who has developed a fine prac-' with an enormous bear pacing up sioner Stobie certain general laws."
THORNDIKE HOTEL
future, they and all substitutes should And yet. who else has proved affection
Clocks
tice in Bangor, but who is never so ar*d down the limited confines of he said, and at all of the committe"
better
All Work Guaranteed
be gathered under Federal or State Than they who drew rich splendor
happy as when he can break away his cage; there was "Never In" and meetings special representatives of supervision and sold with a label of
Formerly emploved by C. E. Morse
from dull sod?
“
Kit
Kat
Kabins.
”
Jeweler
the department were present. The approva,
,g done
from it for a weekend, with con
These
leafless vines could sing no all“Now Located at
Although Lucerne-in-Maine dii two department bills went along to trws Ulrough the forestry
lulas.
genial companions, at Crescent
AL ROUGIER AND HIS ORCHESTRA
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Nor
All the vineyard with smooth
Beach. There he finds a most satis- ,no^ measure up to the expectations the end of the session. Both had Colorado or by
done in 4
404 Main Street
Roekland
hymns of love.
factory haven at Gonia’s cottage, t °I those who financed it. there must some opposition, it being said that the State of Washington. The use of But luscious grapes they dangled from
frail tendrils
Tickets 50 Cents
where he cultivated a decided fond- be some new business down in that certain fish and game associations sub.stituU.s for
Were proof enough to Him who
abused Christmas
watched above.
ness for the products of Ed's culinary , territory, as evidenced by the fact were dictating to die commissioner. greens is recommended. Balsam rop
So.
through
this year, If we have not
that
a
new
arm
has
been
added
to
“
One
bill
was
passed
on
the
last
skill. Dr .and Mrs. Starrett were out.
ing and wreaths are most satisfac
lived gladly.
DAILY TRIPS BY BUS
Brave as the winter, gentle as the
but as we turned away from the door the telephone poles already over day of the session. On the other th? tory For decorations one may add
spring.
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. 31.
loaded with talkie wires.
Senate voted one way and the House cones or pods gathered, gilded, or Calm as the summer, keen for fall's ful
$4.00 One Way; 87.20 Round Trip of their Essex street residence they
filment,
And so we go on through Ellsworth the other, and the result was a dead silvered. For the customary color
Railroad Responsibility
Now chaff and husks are all the thanks
we
bring!
Falls into the city of the recent con lock. My recollection of this bill is add red ribbon, dried flowers, or ber
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel.
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Roekland
flagration. In Saturday’s issue I will that It made for provision for the ries. To take the place of the in Here Is a truth the flaming autumn
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
and Thorndike Hotel, Roekland:
describe some of the ’ things I saw commissioner or his deputies to hold expensive holly wreath use evergreens Hereteaches:
are the tidings all good harvests
CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
B. L. Davis. Warren, and McDon
, tell:
Will
be
paid
for
any
rorn
which
there, our visit to my good friend, hearings to see if certain ponds with artificial berries. The substitute
ald’s Drug Store, Thomaston.
Great Christopher Positive Corn Cure
"Who grows from dav to dav In love and
ECONOMICAL
L. C (Stivle) Sturtevant, and our should be closed."
beauty
cannot remove. Also good for cal
evergreens are obtainable from forest
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
louses. Sold in Rockland by McAnd understanding thanks his Maker
Inspection
of the Black house.
Dr
Fogg
believed
that
special
ice
thinning
and
as
coamerrlal
d
scards,
well!"
LAIN
’
S
SHOE
STORE.
432
Main
St.
Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
TEL. 92
99-tf
< 137'Tti-152
—Violet Alleyn Store n Dearborn In
130-tf
fishing privileges can be obtained or may be gro'.vn for such use.
(Concluded in Saturday's issue)
Also

Crockett’s Baby Shop

COAL $9.00 COAL

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

COAL AND WOOD
W. F. Tibbetts

FOOTBALL
CAMDEN LOCALS

ROCKLAND SHELLS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30
(Thanksgiving Day)

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

40

40

THANKSGIVING DANCE

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Thursday Night, November 30

40

40

BOSTON

C. F. SMITH

$25 REWARD

dependent.

I

Every-Other-Day
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"ON MY SET”

Enter into his gates with thanks
giving. and into his courts with
praise: be thankful unto him. and j
bless his name—Psalm 100:4

Here Is Real, Important News!
Do any of the Knox County

coast dwellers happen to know

WAS VALVABLE EMPLOYE

of a bona fide sea serpent lying
around loose anywhere? If so
they should communicate at

Tribute To The Late E'red Shuman
Who Served On Central Maine

THE COMPLETE STOCK OF

once with Alton IL Blackington.

staff

who called for such information
in his Tuesday night's broadcast.
Mr.
Blarkington's
broadcasts
cn Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day nights, at 10.30 p. m.. over
W'N'AC are among the most in
teresting of the nightly features,
and he should be aided and
abetted, even, if it comes to pro
viding him with a sea serpent.
“O. K, Blaekie!”

Tile Central Maine Power Com
pany is in receipt of the following
communication from a Jefferson

correspondent:
• It is reported here that your Wal
doboro representative, Fred Shuman,
has passed away, and the writer
wishes to express appreciation of one
of the most uniformly courteous and
kindly gentlemen one seldom meets
In any business. We knew him only
as a representative of your company
as he called here, and not at all so
cially or outside, but came to find
him to be a most valuable employe
for anyone, always cheerfully ready
to explain anything about his busi
ness and equipment and a man who
went out of his way daily to be kind
to others. I have heard elderly folks
here, well over 80 years, speak of
Mr. Shuman's helpfulness in many
ways as have heard of his charity to
wards many in need.
"It is men and women having the
kindly hearts of Mr. Shuman who
make life sweet and who erect a
monument 'in the secret place of the
Most High' that stands throughout
eternity. Your company has lost a
valuable employe."
DEPENDS THE STRAND

I

__

Randolph Brooks, lt-year-old
Sanford trumpeter, is to be given
the signal honor of being a
featured soloist on Rudy Vallee's
Thanksgiving program Thursday
night from 8 to 9 o'clock. Ran
dolph recently had an audition
with Edwin Franko Goldman in
New York, who predicts that the
youngster will become one of the
outstanding cometists of
the
world, for he already has a tech
nical equipment that is quite un
usual for a boy of his years.
Randolph will be Rudy's personal
guest while in New York. He is
now studying with Walter Smith,
world famous cometist. in Bos
ton.

SCORED AL SMITH
Does Sound Money Identify

Newton I Mass. I Subscriber Takes
the "Six Movie Fans" To Task For
Their Attack

Itself With Unsound Mor

ganism? Asks Fr. Coughlin

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
GOES INTO A TREMENDOUS

DECEMBER
SALE

BEGINNING NEXT FRIDAY
MORNING (DEC. 1st)
AT 9:00 O’CLOCK

i By The Associated Press*
Newton.• Mass . Nov. 27.
Asserting that President Roosevelt
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
stands for sound money and will not
I read with much interest and some be stopped by "bankers and their
indignation the article criticizing the puppets." Rev. Fr. Charles E. Cough
Rockland movies.
lin attacked Alfred E. Smith for his
I see The Courier-Gazette each editorial in the New Outlook in
week and as I am somewhat of a which he called for a return to the
movie fan myself, often note the gold standard.
splendid pictures which are shown
Without immediately referring to
i
there.
i Smith by name. Father Coughlin
Do not the "Six Movie Fans" I asserted in his opening remarks that
realize that most of the first run pic "a Catho'ic gentleman of high social Real Stuff In the Punches Delivered At Tuesday Night’s
tures are shown at high prices at standing . . . has loaned his illus
American Legion Smoker
first, and that when they are re trious name to a cause that is incon
leased for the popular price theatre. ceivable.'
Flying fists effectively found their that he could lick Duffy MacDonald
The Strand in Rockland is among
“We find no fault with Mr. Smith
targets at the Legion smoker Tuesday w*lh on* hand tied behind him. but
the first to book them
for defending the principles in which
Take for instance "This Day and he believes.' Father Coughlin said, night, with the result that there was it took nearly three rounds for him
Age " That was advertised to be shown "we do find fault with him for not only one bout which was r.ot a knock to do it with both hands. But he did
it to the queen's taste, and for nearly
in Rockland early in September. arcertaining the facts before the unout.
ten minutes after he had teen, laid
I remember, for I was leaving then kindest cut of all was delivered."
Harold
Gray,
the
Beitast
leatherlow
MacDonald lost all track of the
and couldn't see it. I saw it here at
"Must we presume that the Smith
our local theatre about a month ago. j rlogan of sound money wishes to pusher who felt that A! Wilson's NRA. the Gold Standard ar.d otner
And we are by no means behind the identify Itself with that unsound chance blows had knocked him out current happenings.
Some cody tcld Kid Hastings that he
times. "The Footlight Parade" was Morganism?" Father Coughlin asked. two weeks ago. must have reached the
conclusion Tuesday night that luck d.dr. t have the guts a somewhat
shown in Rockland almost at the
"Must we presume that the at
is a habit with Al. for again he was vulgar expression now heard in the
same time it was shown in Boston.
tack on the President's effort to re
It seems to me that for the size of store sound money in its proper put out of commission in the second cultured movies, and it made the
Rockland, the number of people who ratio—its scientific ratio, is to use round—a right to the jaw sending him youngster so angry that he fought his
patronize the movies, and the small ancth'r classical expression ‘more to the carpet with such force that way to a we.l earned decision over
admission fee charged, that Mr. Don- boloney'—just a pretext to disparage some of his epidermis was removed., Frank Larrabee.
dis is doing a very creditable piece him in the minds of the people as "If that be luck," quoth Al. “make the i Th the hund ei-pound class Batmost of it."
G'Thl Pino of Belfast knocked out
of work.
the bankers continue to re-echo the
Walter
Reynolds,
who
tips
honest
Orrin
Phillips or Reck and in a single
I enjoy Strand —,;atre. I do wish battle cry of the Chicago stadium
scales at 126 pounds, was to have met round.
it could be better ventilated for the I-stop Roosevelt!' "
All of the bouts except the main
second show. I also wish that a back I Father Coughlin said that the Jack Furbush of Belfast but the recent
cold
spell
is
said
to
have
affectencounter
were refereed by Sheriff
exit might be arranged for the "hits" I Smith statements were "but a part
so that one did not have to * so I of the organized attack on our ed the latter's toctsy-wocts.es. ana Qulstin. Olis'er Ham.in. the smiling
crushed and crowded to get into the . Rader who Is trying to redeem u, he did not show up. In his place ap- matchmaker, handled the Wilsonpeared Gilbert Doughty. Union, whose Gray bout, but did it rather cautiouetheatre for the second performance. ! from the money changers."
140 pounds looked impressive, but i ly because of water on one of his
Personally I would enjoy two good j___________
were on vie*- r.ot quite one rouna elbows, contracted in last Sunday's
pictures with less of the filling car
WITH THE BOWLERS
He
was derailed by the Pine Tree football game
toons. slapstick comedy and secondExpress.
I Rooic‘e Wright challenged Walter
rate vaudeville. The news reel, one
Barbers 4, Merchants 1
Blcndie Martin of Union was put Reynolds to a bout at the next smoker
new picture and one not so new
A last inning rally gave the Barbers
would be my choice. But I realize a victory over t.he Merchants by 15' away in the second round by Young and will be accommodated.
-----------------that might not be feasible with such pins. Marshall had high single 104. Corcoran of Thomaston with a right
Have those piotures framed now
a varied audience. Could it be tried but Shute had no real competition wallop to the jaw. It was Blondle's
first appearance under the big topJ f°r Christmas gifts at Gregorys Picfor the first part of the week per for high total. The summary:
and he showed some excellent wares. (ture and Framing Shop, over Crie
haps?
Merchants—Margerson 235, Clark
After all, what difference does it 256. Perry 263. Marshall 271, Gray Corcoran was down for the count oi. Hardware Co.. 466 Main street Tel.
nine in the first round.
' 254. New stock of swing frames anil
make as long as you see the pictures, 263, total’1288
Rookie Wright of Belfast told mottoes. Special prices cn all framed
if they are not first runs?
Barbers—Plourd 217. McBrine 262.
These are the musings of a native , Harding 265, Howard 266. Shute 293. somebody before he entered the ring| pictures—adv.
Rocklander and an annual
totsjl 1303.
Summer Visitor.
• * • •

TREMENDOUS REDUCTIONS ON EVERYTHING THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE
VIA THE OLD K. 0. ROUTE

Dr. William Ellingwood of the Ro
tary was the speaker at the Lions
I
noonday meeting Wednesday and his
highly interesting ’ and inlormativc
talk covered a wide range of sub
jects—mass production, educational
problems, emergency relief, under
nourished children, etc He said that
Rockland is so well organized on some
matters that it fails to appreciate the
conditions elsewhere.
and
paja
tribute to Supt. Toner and Miss
Eliza Steele for speedily making
known the conditions with refer
ence to und rnourished children. The
Lions were very appreciative of the
nice roast duck dinner furnished by
Proprietor .O'Neil, and are looking for
ward to next Wednesday when a
venison dinner will be served.
See the Rockland Shells and Cam
den Locals fight it out in the season's
scrappiest football game Thanksgiv
ing Day »t 2o'clock,Community Park.
- adv.

Sim's Shop 5, Telephone 0

The Simmies walked away with all
t.he points in this contest, winning
by 84 pins. French had high single
<107> and Fisher had high total by
two pihs. The summary:
Sim's Shop—Sprowl 234. Nate 268.
Fisher 278. Willis 276. Sim 254. total
1307
Telephone Company—Colson 244.
Bowley 221. Seabury 262. French 260
Stone 230. total 1223.
• • • •
Perry's 4. Kent's 1

The Marketeers put away the
Service boys by 49 pins, and added
four points to their standing. Scho
field's 112 was high single, and It
aided him to carry off high tota'.
The summary:
Perry's Market—Small 273 McPhce
257. Schofield 282, Melvin 244, Abbott
258. total 1319.
Kent's Service — Aylward 244,
Dowling 24C. Barnard 245. McKinney
276. Palmer 259. tota! 1270

w

c5? Return to Feasting
HANKSCIY1NC Day . . .
crisp November air
. . . indoors cheery warmth . . . gracious
hospitality in every nook ... the dinner
table laden with the good things of the har
vest season.

There is much to be thankful for this year.
Today a spirit of confidence pervades the
land. The storm is departing. The Presi
dent said in his Savannah speech, “On this
Thanksgiving . . . many more fathers and
mothers and children will partake of turkey
than for many years past’’.

oX*'-

There will he gayly decorated tables, with
their shimmering silver, gleaming crystal,
snowy linen, bright china and many, many
good things to eat. The menus will be as
festive and complete as of old.

Proud housewives will display a surge
of pride as they show how their buy

. 3k

, v.

• Would you like a real
Old Fashioned Thanksgiving Menu?
Address CONSUMERS’ COUNCIL
80 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS.

t.

facts...
In announcing third quarter gain of 32 perrenl in net
earnings over 1932 quarter. C. M. Cheater. President
of General Foods Corporation, pointed out that the
third quarter this year is the first time in three years
when quarterly earnings exceeded those of like period
of preceding year.

AYERS
Thank;giving on Thursday and after that the Christmas stacn. We are getting out our Christman goods row and next week
we'll have them on display. We .‘hall he glad to r?e you. Today
wc offer
MEN'S AND BOYS' UNION Sl'lTS at .................... 75c. $1.80, $1.50
MEN'S SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
5l)e, 79c, 98c, $1.65
MEN'S MACKINAWS at ................................................. ..... S5.0J, {6 75
MEN'S ZIPPER COATS ........................................... ........................ $5 01
MEN'S OVERCOATS ...................................................................... $15.00
MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................ -................. 75c, SI 09, $1.59
CHILDREN'S SNOW SUITS .....................
$3.09, ?5.C0, S8.C0. $8X0
BOVS’ OVERCOATS ...................... ............................ $3.50, $5 03, S6.0J
BOYS’ ZIPPER COATS ......................................................... $3.50. $5.00
BOYS’ SWEATERS................................. .................... .. $1.00, $1.50, $3.05
BOVS' HEAVY WOOL HOSE....................................................... 30c, 50c
BOYS’ BLOUSES OR SHIRTS .......................... .................. 75c, S1.00
believe that this Christinas ought to be as never before—
a sea'on for practical gifts—and we have prepared with that in view.

WILLIS AYER

ing of these things is helping toward
recovery. Recovery has reached and
enriched the realm of good eating.

Colton consumed during October reported by Census
Bureau at 503,873 bales of lint and 66,838 bales nf
linters, compared with 499.486 and 76,451 in Septem
ber this year and 501,893 and 63,329 in October, 1932.
Proprietor prominent department store in South re
ports that “while our payroll for August and Septem
ber was up $9,955.03 over the same period of 1932, our
business improved more than enough to take rare of
the extra payroll. In fact, business in these two months
was better than it has been since 1929. Our August
business was the best for that month in the history of
our store.”
Illustration thru Courtesy of Good Housekeeping Magazine

Representative IF omen’s

Organizations and ITomen Civic Leaders
Organized to Present FACTS of Business,
Industry and Products to Fellow Con
sumers to show "How Their Buying is
Doing its Part totvard Recovery."

CONSUMERS' COUNCIL
of New England

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 30, 1933

TALK OF THE TOWN

The supply at Red Cross free cloth
ing is exhausted.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 30— Thanksgiving dance, benefit
Red Cross, Thorndike Hotel
Dec. 1—Rubinstein Club guest evenlng, "The March ot the Months.'
.
Dec. 2—Knox Pomona Grange meeM
with Evening Star Grange, Washington.
Dec. 4—City election.
Dec 4—Lady Knox Chapter. DAB.
meeting and Christmas party, at Central
Maine clubroom.
Dec. 5 (2 to 7.30)—Educational Club pic
nic. Dn Popplestone. speaker, with Mrs
Alden Ulmer. Willow street
Dec. 6— Rockport—Methodist Ladles'
Aid Christmas fair at the vestry.
Dec. 8—Methodist fair.
Dec 6-8 — Thomaston — Methodist
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper.
Dec. 6 — Camden — Congregational
Ladles Society hold sale of fancy articled;
at the vestry.
Dec. 7-8—R. H. S. senior play. "Climbs
lng Roses."
Dec 13—Ray Pierce, the singing artist ]
at Methodist Church
Dec 13 — Washington — Ladles Guild
Christmas fair at Grange hall.
Dec 14—Rockport—Fred A Norwood
W. R. C. Christmas fair at G. A. R. hall.
Dec 14—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League. (Note change).
Dec. 18—St. John Baptist Christmas
fair, Thomaston.
Dec. 19-21—Pruning and thinning
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Dec. 21 (4.40 p. m.)—Winter begins.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
Jan 1—New Year's Day.
Jan 6—Naval Academy examinations
at Rockland postofflee.

Prospects do not appear good for a
pleasant Thanksgiving Day. Rather
we may expect, snow, rain or both.

The Christmas birds' nests are be
ing affixed to the street light poles on
Main street.
The American Legion's lourth an
nual food show will be held at Strand
Theatre afternoon and evening, on
Dec 10.

Confetti party tonight (Wednesday)
at the Spanish Villa Rink and skating
afternooh and evening on Thanksgiv
ing Day.
Dr. and Mrs. Ellingwood and sons
William, Richard and Herbert are
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs,
Joshua N. Treat in Winterport.

Mrs. Ida Hall who has been spend
ing several weeks with her daughter
in Matinicus has returned and taken
rooms with Mrs. Clough, Park street.
Rockland merchants who are op
posing the proposed sales tax will be
interested to know that Bangor and
Brewer business interests are unani
mously against it.

MRS. MARGARET MURPHY

The deatji of Margaret, widow of ;
Levi Murphy, which occurred Nov.
22 at the home of her niece Mrs. A
j S. Eartlett, Old County road, removes j
Resinol Helped i from the neighborhood one of the
My Skin In 3 Days last of old time families . Mrs. Mur- I
“When I decided to try Resinol
phy. who was 91. was the daughter!
Soap and Ointment, my com
of Otis and Elvira Sherer, one of 12 i
plexion waa a sight from pimples
children torn at the homestead,1
and blackheada. I had a horrid,
muddy looking akin and when
corner of Maver.ck and North Main j
I used powder it looked even
I streets. Her first husband was Wll- !
worse. After three days use of
j son Boggs, and of this union there
the Resinol Ointment and Reti
nol Soap, I could sec an improve
were three children, none of whom
ment. Now all my friends tell
:
is living. Mr.Eoggs died in the South j
me how well my skin looks."
I of yellow fever. For a nun ter oi j
(Signed) —Mrs. M. N.*
*Nam« on R*so«at. St . Louis, Mo.
years following her marriage to Levi'
All drug slits sell Resinol Ointment and Soap.
Murphy she lived in Massachusetts, i
If you wish to try before you buy, write to
Resinol, Department 50-A, Baltimore. MJ.,
! and after his death she had apart- j
for s free sample.
“
ments at the home of her sister Mrs.1
i
. Sylvania Crockett. Upon the death 1
A rehearsal of Golden Rod Chap- Qf Mrs. Crocket[ she
her home
ter officers has been called fOr Sun with her nephew, Warren Crockett,
day afternoon at 2 o’clock to pre until her health began to fail, and
pare for the annual inspection since that time she had been tenderly
which takes place Dec. 8.
\
cared for by her niece Mrs. Bartlett.

Excellent progress is being made on
the fine new home of MoLoon Sales
Members of the American Legion
and Service on Limerock street and
Auxiliary are asked to meet Friday
it is hoped to have the building ready
afternoon at Legion hall for sewing.
for occupancy by Dec. 14.
Also those who are planning to go
to Boothbay Harbor Monday are to
ENROLLMENT
be there at 4 o'clock.
If yon are enrolled as a Re
publican or a Democrat don't
let anybody kid you, into think
ing that you are obliged to vote
that way in a city or State elec
tion. Enrollment affects your
vote only in primary elections
and the first one does not come
until next June. Vote 1 next
Monday as you see fit, regard
less of how you are enrolled.

Page Three

Miss Lucille Pinr.ctte of Millinocket,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Pinnctte (Winifred Ball of Rock
land) is the highest ranking girl in
the freshman class at Colby College,
her rank showing all A's but one B
Miss Pinnette's scholastic record
while in high school was notably ex
cellent.

Mrs. Murphy was greatly beloved in
the neighborhood where she was
known to all as "Aunt Maggie," a j
title learned from the numerous
nieces and nephews. She was espe- |
daily beloved by the little greatgrandnieces and nephews and had I
entertained them for hours. She is
survived by her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
William Vanr.er of Westbrook, 141
nieces and nephews, and a number of
grandnieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Eartlett,
Nov. 25, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
officiating. By her request, "Beauti
ful Isle of Somewhere," and other
selections were rendered during the
service. The flowers were many and
beautiful. The bearers were A. S.
Bartlett, B. B. Bisbee, Maynard
Crockett and Douglas Bisbee. Inter
ment was in Achorn cemetery.

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. A II. GREEN
,) STAMPS

s

IMONTON’
, DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Stmt
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ASK FOR
, & II. GREF.X
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

s

PRE=CHRISTMAS SHOWING
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

BATH ROBES
Be sure and see our

SPECIAL

ESMOND ROBES

in both ladies’ and men’s styles, at

$2.98
CHILDREN’S PLAIN ROBES, at

$1.98
We are featuring this year the new

CHINESE NEGLIGEES, at

$1.98 and $2.25
in all colors and styles
We have sympathy for those who give hosiery. We
know the questions that plague you ... is it good
hosiery . . . are the colors right ... is it really
pretty enough for a gift?

Our hosiery department decided to set your mind at
ease this Christmas with Humming Bird Hosiery. It
is knit of fresh silk, and comes in chiffon or semi
chiffon weights. It is knit so that its sheerness is
never spoiled with cloudy spots.

DOLLS
Our Dolls are now on display and we have both

HORSMAN and the REGAL DOLLS
(a lower priced doll made by Horsman) at

Word has been received of the
sudden death of DeVoto, noted piar.o
The largest Frigidaire installation teacher at the New England Con
No need to worry about gift hosiery this year. Ask for
in Knox County has been completed servatory of Music, Boston. Among
Miss Coolidge has returned to Had iby A. C. MoLoon & Co. for the new his many pupils who will always
IN SPECIAL
donfield, N. J., after a week’s stay .A. & P. store in Camden. Officials ot revere his memory and value his
jjummmq Bird
Mrs. Fanny Dow as advertising
here on business connected with the the A & P. Co. who have inspected
splendid teaching are Miss Ruth chairman has been added to the list
GIFT BOXES!
Bancroft Training School.
FULL FASHIONED HOSIERY
the work are enthusiastic in tneir Thomas of Camden and Mrs. War of chairmen for the annual prepraise.
Nothing more to say, but the most beautiful
ren
C
Noyes
of
this
city.
Christmas
fair
of
the
Methodist
John H. McGrath was in Boston
Church next Wednesday. Many use
Tuesday viewing familiar scenes and
line we ever had
Nothing has ever been heard local
The proposition of leasing the so- ful articles will go on sale In the
shaking hands with old friends. He
ly as to 'the result of the Japanese called Children's Playground for use
made the trip with David Goldberg
afternoon, and a chicken pie supper
beetle traps set in many Rockland as a super filling station is meeting
SIMONTON CO
and Samuel Levy.
will be served from 5 to 7. In the
yards last summer, but a Washington with much lively discussion along
evening there will be a public en
The game wardens are trying to lo report says that there has been an Main street. Many seem to feel that tertainment arranged by Mrs. Ruth
High School will have a social in the
CAMDEN
extension
of
the
quarantine
in
sevcate the hunters who unlawfully slew
( Grange hall Friday night.
the lease for a 15-year period is Ellingwood assisted by Mrs. Kath
a moose in South Thomaston tne fral parts of the State
Earle Belyea is in Boston on a
proper and profitable while others leen Marston, the program to feature
Mr. and Mrs Walter Higgins have
other day. The trail is an old one and
feel that a filling station in the heart, a piano and organ number by Mrs. closed their residence on High street ' business trip.
The G. Carl Cassens residence on
unprolific of clews.
William Delaney Is confined by 111of the civic center is highly im Faith G. Berry and Mrs. Nettie and left yesterday for Boston where
Camden street has been improved by
‘ ness to his home on Megunticook
proper. so the discussion goes for Averill; quartet selections by Mrs. | they will spend the winter.
P. P. Bicknell of this city, A. C. the addition of a cozy sun porch.
ward. The property is a donation to Helen Wentworth. Mrs. Marston, A’.- j The sophomore class of Camden 1 street.
Hooking of St. George and Aioertd Another Camden street residence
I Raymond Pooler and family will
Elliot of Thomaston bagged 22 sea-^ which has been undergoing improve- the Rockland Y.M.C.A., with control mon Richardson and Marshal Brad- I
spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. Pool
vested
in
the
directors.
The
late
ford;
vocal
solos
by
Mrs.
Nettie
Bird
j
birds at Molasses Pond Monday—or ments is that of I. E. Murch, to which
er's mother, Mrs A T. Newhall, Sea
N.
B.
Oobb
was
the
donor
feeling
it
Frost and Mr. Bradford; vocal duets
23 if you count the decoy that "Put' quite an extensive addition has been
street)
to
be
the
proper
site
for
a
Y.M.CA.
by
Mrs.
Marianne
Bullard
and
Harold
made.
shot.
Schools closed Wednesday for the
building.
Green; readings by Miss Florence
remainder of the week.
I Dean, and piano numbers by Mrs.
The registering of voters for the
A flood light has been installed at
ass,,he> Perry coal yard to put an end to
city election next Monday has
Miss Adelaide E. Cross leaves Fri- [ Ruth E. Sanborn.
There will be a Thanksgiving ball in
closed. About 140 r.cw names ha
the opera house Thursday evening
•be wholesale purloining of fuel. Un day for New York where she will
im I welcome visitors came afoot, in auto
been added, and atout 60 stricken from
under the auspices of Joseph Brew
UNION
enter the employ of the Universal
the lists. This is the smallest regis mobiles and in boats bent on taking
ster, Music by "The Privateers."
tration for many years.
I coal prior to the installation of the Producing Company in work similar j a public card party is to be held at
Charles Hooper of Philadelphia is
------| big lamp. Now the yard is light as to that she has engaged in in coach- ] the home of Mrs. Lizzie Hawes Sat
the guest of his mother, Mrs. A T.
SEE
Eleven young rascals who have been, flay and ever under watchful eyes,
ing high school productions m which' wdaY evening Dec. 2. The proceeds
Newhall, Sea street.
stealing hub caps from automobllesJ.
____
she has met. with signal success. |
** added to the music fund.
Comique theater attractions for
were rounded up Tuesday by Patro.Peterson entertained 20 After three weeks' training at head- 1 Mrs. Ada Merriam is confined to
man McIntosh. They were not ar‘(members of the sophomore class quarters she will be sent out to coach the house with a severe cold,
the week: Thursday, Jean Harlow
At These Amazingly Low Prices—Installed
raigned in court but got a talking to „onday evemn< at the Funer-Oobb- a play. Miss Cross is ar. accom- j Schuyler Hawes who has been in
and Clark Gable in 'Hold Your
they will not forget in a hurry.
Davls store wlth wiUiam wincapaw plished vocalist, pianist and dancer,j Virginia the past year is with his
Man;” Friday, return engagement of
Ernest C.DavdT^cctved an out oi ;Jr" as honor *uest Oames and her native talent enhanced by study : mother for the winter.
“Smilin' Through,” with
Norma
at the New England Conservatory of i Little Priscilla Hawes Is still conShearer and Frederic March; Sat
the State order Tuesday for six live- dancing furnished a Jolly evening.
urday, double bill with Tom Keene
red foxes. He Is so used to uncommon Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Peterson and Miss Music. In her course there she flned t0 h«r bed afLcT four weeks' 1Ustudied dramatics and producing, for , n,C£S caused by gland trouble,
in "Son of the Border;" and Allison
orders that nothing feazes him. "So Lucille Sander acted as cherones.
which she displays a particular I Mrs E*1*’11 ®«*'es 15 out
^vn for
Skipworth in ‘‘Tillie And Gus."
far." said he, "I have been able to fur.
Free Examination of the
The dance Thanksgiving night at aptitude. Friends are confident that two weeks.
rush everything but a second hand
Regular meeting Joel Keyes Grant
Feet
the Thorndike Hotel is a regular pub she will meet with success in this
pulpit."
BORNcircle, ladies of the G.A.R. Friday
lic affair, entirely informal and every-1
These prices cannot last! This is purely a tem
new undertaking.
DAY At Vinalhaven. Nov 25. to Mr and
Relief from
evening. Dec. 1. At 6 o'clock a semiporary special offered by the factory until the na
Charles C. Wotton Is perfectly at b^y is welcome The Forty Club is,
Mrs Henley Day of Mt. Desert Rock
Light, a son.
public supper consisting of Hun
home when it comes to relereeir.g,, sponsoring the dance in the interest | See the Rockland Shells and Cam
Weak or Fallen Arches
tion's buying power is increased. Remember—This
garian goulash, baked beans, pies,
whether basketball, football or base: of the splendid work of the local Red den Locals fight it out in the season's
MARRIED
offer
is for a very brief time only.
Flat
Feet
etc , will be served.
Sarah J.
—At Boothbay. Nov.
ball. But just r.ow he is trying to lo Cross which will receive the net pro scrappiest football game Thanksgiv BARLOW-PINKHAM
24,
by
Rev.
Mr
Norton.
Carlton
Barlow
Ehrmann
of
New
York
City,
national
Tired or Aching Feet
cate the shoes he lost last SundAy ceeds. Al Rougier and his orchestra ing Day at 2 o'clock, Community Park, of East Boothbay and Miss Virginia
president of ladles of the G.A.R., will
Plykham of Boothbay Harbor
—adv.
in the mud when he refereed the foot will provide music.
Foot or Leg Pains
be a guest.
ball game at Community Park.
DIED
BICKNELL BLOCK,
ROCKLAND, ME.
The benefit card party given for
JOHNSON—At Owl's Head. Nov. 24. Oscar
F
Johnson,
aged
49
years.
7
months,
the
fancy
work
table
of
the
Ruth
We are the only authorized Lynn dealer in Rock
New Hampshire State and Bostoii
DANCE
21 days Burial In Warren.
WINCHENBACH- At Rockland. Nov. 28
University are the r.ew teams whicB Mayhew Tent fair Monday evening Friday Night, December 1
land. You cannot buy a genuine Lynn elsewhere.
George B Winchenbach'. aged 69 years.
appear on the Bates College lootbaii, at t.he home of Mrs. Harry French
In treating children
colds,
South Thomaston Grange Hall
dren’s co
3 months. 5 days.
Funeral Friday
—
had
eight
tables,
with
honors
going
from 10 Rockland street. Burial In
schedule for next fall. The Armistice
Music by KIRK'S ORCHESTRA
don’t take
GOOD FOOTWEAR
Thomaston.
Lucky Numbers Get Pri7e\
Day game between Bates and Coiby to Miss Pearl Borgerson. Mrs. Jen
chances.. use
JOHNSON—At Newtonvllle, Mass Nov
432 MAIN STREET
Manager, Harold Coombs
28 Mrs. Charles Johnson <Alice M
will take place at Lewiston Nov. 12-n nie Curtis. Mrs. Carl E. Freeman.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Libby, formerly of Vinalhaven), aged
143-lt
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
Mrs. C. E. Rollins. Mrs. Herbert Cur
Armistice Day falling on SurMay.
33 years.
I tis, Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Ret*a
Unless you like the trip it is not al Cole and Mrs. Austin Brewer Buffet
all necessary to go to the North lunch was served.
Woods after deer. During the pres
ent open season there have been slain
Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs Fred
in this vicinity 16 in Hope, 19 in War Lindsey. Jr., celebrated his 7th
ren. 7 in Cushing. 11 in Rockland, A birthday Tuesday afternoon by en
in Friendship, 18 in Camden, 17 in tertaining several of his young
Waldoboro and 4 in Bremen, the total friends, who were Douglas Curtis,
far exceeding last year's crop. The- Karl Hurd, Hazen Sawyer, Albert
AT
season closes at sundown Thanksgiv Vaross, Francis Lynch and Lois and
ing Day.
Curtis Lindsey. Games were en
joyed under the direction of Ione
See the Rockland Shells and Cam
Louraine and Mertie Lindsey . The
den Locals fight it out in the season's
substantial lunch featured a festive
scrappiest football game Thanksgiv
birthday cake, and Dale received
ing Day at 2 o'clock, Community Park.
many nice gifts.
—adv.

$1, $1.98 to $3.98
HANDKERCHIEFS

$1.00 a pair

Best “NEW DEAL”
We’ve n

G

FEET
HURT?

Same Lynn Burner
Same Guarantees

DR. SCHOLL’S FOOT
EXPERT
AT OUR STORE
DEC. 4,5,6

LYNN DE LUXE,
LYNN LYPRO,
LYNN JUNIOR,
Take Advantage

$39.50
$29.50
$22.95
Now!

A. C. MCLOON & CO.

DEC. 4,5,6
McLain Shoe Store

Mothers!

VKSS

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

A PRE=CHRISTMAS SALE

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
OVERSTUFFED SUITES

Supt. E. L. Toner was in Augusta
last week to get approval on schoolhouse repairs under federal aid.
The project will employ 27 skilled
and five unskilled men /or approx',- ’
mately eleven weeks, and work be- |
gins Friday on the Crescent Street !
and Purchase Street schools. The
city schoolhouses are sadly in need
of repairs and attention, and Supt.
139-144 Toner is to be congratulated in se
curing this aid. The detailed specifi- j
cations required many days in prepa- [
Artistic Christmas Gifts
Trays, Tea Tables, Cigarette Boxes, ration. Supt. Toner arriving at his
Many Other Novelties
Hand decorated, old stencil designs. figures through the aid of E. F.
Glover. Harold Karl and others in
KAY TURNER
25 Knox Street
Thomaston order to make his estimates conser
142-143
vative and correct as possible-

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Notice Is hereby given that the Board
of Registration will be In session at their
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
revising and correcting the voting lists
of the City. The sessions will be held
Nov. 22. 23. 24 . 25. 27 . 28, 29. and Dec.
1 and 2 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and front
3 p. m. to 5 p m. and from 7 p. m to
9 p. m. Standard Time As the last three
days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying said lists and to complete
and close up the records of the session,
no names will be added to or stricken
from said lists on said days.
By order of the Bdard of Registration.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT. Chairman.

Splendid 3-Piece Suites in Mohair and Tapestry.
A gift cf years of satisfaction and service

$89.50
AXMINSTER RUGS

END TABLES

New Patterns
9x12 onlv

Beautiful Gifts in Walnut
or Mahogany Finish

$23.50
CONGOLEUMS

$1.00
TABLE LAMPS

9x12, in all the
Newest Patterns

AH (he Nesvent
Shades and Styles

$5.95

• $1.00
BJ

Take Advantage of
This Marvelous Sale
Do Your Christmas Shopping At These Low
Prices in Our Great Store-Wide Sale

TOYS ■ TOYS - TOYS
Announcing Our Splendid New Line of Dolls and
Carriages—Largest Stock in Maine
Our Toy Department is now conveniently located on
the First Floor

Visit Our Store—Compare Values and Quality—
Your Credit Is Good!

CEDAR CHESTS
Walnut—Red Cedar—Maple

A large assortment in all the newest styles; wide
range of prices

$7J5 and up

4-POSTER BED
A Truly Beautiful Gift
Onlv—

MATTRESSES
Inner Spring,
Cotton Felt,

$12.95
6.95

$9.95
STUDIO COUCHES Household-Atlantic
The Ideal Gift for the Home
Splendid Ranges $49.50
Enamel Range, 79.50
$18.50
25% Off on Others

In Both Makes

Every-Other-Day
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WARD ONE

Warrant for City Election
w

We have been observing National
Book Week. There was a display in
‘ the Corthell Hall Library and several
of the Junior Literature classes have
taken an active part in observing it.
A short play was presented by one
of the classes to the children in the
training school. Anita Oatti of
Rockland is a member of the Junior
Literature class
• • • •

H

nasijw

At the regular meeting of the
poetry club it was voted to have Mr.
Woodward, a member of the faculty
speak Dec. 6 Katherine True of
Hope was appointed to represent the
I club in the civic committee.
• • • •
Representative students of the
Bates College YWCA, cabinet were
guests of the cabinet over the past
week-end. Several conferences were
'held in which the needs of the
I organization were discussed. Thurs
day. a reading was presented by Mrs
Lincoln, the mother of one of the
[students. Among those present were
Anita Gatti and Mary Stockbridge of
'Rockland
■

REPUBLICAN

City of Rockland
County of Knox, ss
To A. P. Richardson. Constable of the City of Rockland.

For Mayor
You are hereby required in the name of the State of Maine, to notify and
CARLTON F. SNOW
warn the inhabitants of the several Wards of the City cf Rockttind, qualified
26 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three
to vote, to assemble at their respective polling places In their several Wards,
on the first Monday of December the same being the fourth day of said mont l.
□
in the year of our Lqrd one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three, at seven ,
For Alderman
o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to give in their rotes for Mayor, j
Alderman. Member of School Eoard. Warden and Ward Clerk.
Donald L. Kelsey
□
The polls will open at seven o'clock in the forenoon and close at seven 165 North Main Street. Ward One
o'clock In the afternoon. The board of registration will be in session at their
□
room in the City Build.ng on Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday, Mon
day and Tuesday. November 22. 23. 24. 25. 27 and 28. A. D 1933. from 9 A M.
For Member of School Board
to 1 P. M ; 3 to 5 P M . and 7 to 9 P M. for the purpose of correcting the list
Louis R. Cates
□
of voters.
153 Camden Street, Ward One
i
HEREOF FAIL NOT and hgve you there and then this warrant with
□
your doings thereon.

SPECIMEN BALLOTS

Bertha Bryant. Dec 13. It is hoped
that many will take opportunity to
buy their Chris.mas gills, as the
money received will help in the
church work.

■

□

STATE OF MAINE

Given unde- our hands in the City of Rockland this sixth day of Novem
i ber in the year of our Lord, cr.e thousand nine hundred and thirty-three
fllYILL" TERRY, manager of the
C M. RICHARDSON. Mayor.
D world's champion New York
i Seal)
,
,
Gianta, It shown here at hit desk
in the Memphis offices of the
R P CONANT.
Colonist
Beacon
Oil
Company,
L W BENNER.
where he recently took up again an
FRANK A. TLRRELL. JR
association which was initiated 14
years ago. In addition to being a
1
MAYNARD L. MARSTON
crack ball player and an unusually
• • a •
E HOWARD CROCKETT
able manager, Terry ie a good busi
Mildred Turner of Jefferson has
O S DUNCAN.
ness man.
His associates in the
been elected to represent the Oracle,
oil business are confident thst when
O. M. JOHNSON.
hie basebell playing dayt are over
the school paper, on the civic comAldermen
of the City of Rockland
Terry will carve out for himself a I mitee.
very successful career in the world
• • * a
of business.
The first call for girls basketball
was issued this week. Many girls
UNION
appeared at the first practice, among ,
them being Katherine True.
Thanksgiving evening, Thursday, at
....
To Be Used In the Several Wards
7:30. Rev Janes Alexander of Richjt j, customary to divide the memmond will be the preacher at a special bers of
y w.CA. Into groups,
MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1933
evangelistic service at the Church of which are supposed to sponsor some
the Nazarene. Everyone cordially >ort of entertainment for the purpose
On receipt of his ballot the voter shall forthwith, ar.d without leaving the
invited.
of raising money. The first group
Mr and Mrs. W. Hodgdon of Rock- recently held a food sale, which ■ enclosed space, ret.re alone to one of the voting shelves or compartments so
land were guests Sunday of Mr. and^ proved to be very successful. Anita provided and shall prepare his ballot by marking in the appropriate place a
Mrs. Justin Ames.
Gatti. served at the sale.
cross iX) as fellows: He may place such mark within the square above the
R. Bliss Fuller who has been con....
fined to his bed with rheumatism in
The < tlee Club has decided on a name of th? party group or ticket, in which case he shall be deemed to have
his knee, is new able to get about the ccstume that the members will wear voted for all the persons named in the group under such party or dcs.gr.ation
house.
when they sing as a group This is And if the voter shall desire to vote for any person or persons, whose name
Mrs. Nettie Moody is in very poor to consist of a dark dress with white or names are not printed as candidates in such party group or ticket, he may
health.
; collar and cuffs. The members are
erase any name or names which are printed therein and place a cross iX' in
Mrs. Lila Burrill and Mrs. Ethel now busy preparing for a Christinas
Griffin recently called on their program which they will present in the square at the right of the name of the candidate of his choice in any other
cousin Mrs. Mary Luce of Thomaston Chapel sometime before Christmas, party group or ticket.
who is in 111 health.
Helen Stone of Camden is pianist and
Or. as an optional method of voting, the voter may omit the cross iX> In
Charles Heath has been marketing Mary Stockbridge is a member of the the party square and place a cross «X' in the blank square at the right of the
his ducks and geese for the Thanks- club.
name of each candidate he wishes to vote for. If the voter wishes to vote for
giving trade.
1
....
a candidate whose name is not on the ballot he may write the name under the
Mrs R. H. Moyle is very ill. Mrs.
The Dramatic Club's play this year
name of the candidate erased. Cr if the voter does not desire to vote for a
Sadie Cunningham is caring for her. ts "At the Sign of the Pewter Jug" to
person or persons whose name or names are no: printed upon the party group
Mrs. Carence Leonard has been ill ** Presented shortly after Christmas,
cr ticket, he may erase such name or names with the effect that the ballot
from ions.litis but is now somewhat Mary Stockbridge is an active memshall not be counted for the candidate or candidates whose names are so
ber of the organization.
improved.
erased.
•
•
•
•
Mrs. Etta Butler was a guest of
At
the
last
meeting
of
the
Camp

Stickers shall not be counted unles- used to fill a vacancy or correct an
Mrs. Bertha Bryant last Thursday.
The M. E. Ladies Aid is planning fire Girls about 20 new girls were error in the printed ballot
E R KEENE. City Clerk.
for a sale of useful and fancy articles, present. Katherine Trye and Mil- i
cooked food, candy, corn balls and ice dred Turner of Jefferson, were in '
cream, to be held at the home of Mrs attendance.
fuo Phof

WARD THREE

• • • a

Earle Achorn. of Rockport. 1s doing
his practloe teaching this quarter in
Westbrook
The length of the
practicing teaching period is nine
weeks.

WARD FIVE

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

□

□

Milton S. Dick
67 Waldo Avenue. Ward One

□

For Member of School Board

For Member of School Board
Clara T. Curtis
42 Brewster Street. Ward Oi.e

For Warden

For Warden

Clarence E. Harrington
45 Willow Street. Ward Three
—<-------------------------------------

Albert Hastings
115 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

□ Fred W. Gray
9 Rctky Hill Avenue. Ward One

For W ard Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

George N. Torrey
4 Gay Street Place, Ward Three

Elizabeth H. Brewster
43 Rankin Street, Ward Three

Verna M. Thomas
42 Brewster Street. Ward One

□

□

□

WARD TWO

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

For Ward Clerk

l or Member of School Board

Rutiii Ellingwood
67 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three

Ruth Ellingwood
67 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three

WARD FOUR

□

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Alderman

For Aldrrinan

For Alderman

□ Charles W Schofield
24 Oak Stre.t. Ward Four

Maynard L. Mansion
17 Masonic Street. Ward Four

Percy Lee McPhee
28 James Street. Ward Two

John Bcrnet
37 Rccklar.d Street, Ward Two

□

□

□,

□
For Alderman

LHFCRE3T A THURSTON
438 Old County Road, Ward Seven

CARLTON F. SNOW
26 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three

LEFOREST A THURSTON
463 Old County Road. Ward Seven

CARLTON F SNOW
26 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

For Member of School Board

Osmond A. Palmer
12 Knox Street. Ward Two

□

G. Sheldon Gray
10 Chestnut Street. Ward Two

Genua Upham
63 Broad Street, Ward Four

.

□

I’Wiy was 'n a

l or Ward ( lerk

□ Hazel M. Spear
57 Orace Street. Ward Four

WARD SIX

□

□
For Ward C'le.-k

For Ward Clerk

Nervous, Draggedout

□ Dav.d R McCarty
83 Grace Street, Ward Fou:

□

□

EAST BOOTHBAY
The Civic Committee has set aside
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRAT
REPUBLICAN
Mrs. Wallace Goudy. Mrs. Harvey the last Saturday in each month for
Barlow and Carlton Barlow mo- the purpose of the various clubs putFor Mayor
For Mayor
For Mayor
tored to Bath Friday afternoon.
ting on some sort of a program to
CARLTON
F
SNOW
LEFOREST
A
THURSTON
Q
CARLTON
F.
SNOW
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodgdon tcompete for the cup which is offered
468 Old County Road. Ward Seven
26 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three
were Bath visitors Wednesday of last each year by the committee. This 26 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three
week.
_ entertainment is to be both educa□
Clarence Race attended the Court tionai and interesting and the prize
For
Alderman
For Alderman
sessions in Wiscasset last week Wed- is offered at the end of the year to
For Alderman
nesday.
.
I the organization which best carries William J. Sullivan
William
J.
Sullivan
□
□ Joshua N. Southard
Miss Virginia Spear is in Portland out these requirements.
99 Pleasant Street, Ward Five
39 Pleasant Street, Ward Five
10 Ocean Street, Ward Six
where she is employed by Mrs. An....
drew Adams. Jr.
11,6 final initiation of the Lamda
□
Ttio-e who attended the Eastern Pl si«ma Fraternity was held this
For Member of School Board
For Member of School Board
For Member of School Board
Star reception for past and present wcekcnc'- The entire affair was
Ruth E. Sanborn
grand officers of the State of Maine
* banquet for a11 of the Harold W. Whitehill
L Lawton Bray
members.
92 Pleasant Street, Ward Five
5 Lisle Street, Ward Five
15 Mechanic Street, Ward Six
in Gardiner Saturday evening were
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Lewis. Mr. and
□
□
EAST SEARSMONT
Mrs. Everett Barlow, Hilda Bryer,
For Warden
For Warden
Almon Young ot Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Ida Dodge. Mrs. Lottie Dodge.
For Warden
Mrs. Vilda Barlow, Mrs. Eleanor was in town Monday of last week Donald E. Haskell
Forest Hatch
James P Aylward
Campbell. Mrs. Thelma Smith and On his return his parents Mr. and 12 Prescott Street. Ward Five
114 Pleasant Street. Ward Five
13 Clarendon Street..Ward Six
Mrs. David Young accompanied him
John Dodge.
□
□
Miss Geraldine Goudy is spendin; and will spend the winter there.
two weeks' vacation from the Web- ; Albert Marriner left last Thursday
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
ber Hospital, Biddeford, with her for Harmony where he has employ
Raymond A. Hoch
Lura E. Dohertyparents. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace I ment for a short time.
Israel Snow
14 Columbia Avenue. Ward Five
Mrs. William Newman of Poors 29 Broad Street. Ward Five
72 Mechanic Street, Ward 8ix
Goudy.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Barlow spent Mills was guest of Mrs. Hattie Mar
□
□
the weekend on a wedding trip in riner last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batchelder left
different sections of the State.
Saturday for a visit in Waldoboro, I
PORT CLYDE
WASHINGTON
The first, meeting of the men's Sunday for Morrill to spend a short
enroute to Pennsylvania, where they
class was held In the M E. vestry time with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
A steak fry was a surprise sprung, will spend a few weeks,
The special meetings held In this
Cross before going to Auburn and on Fred Waldo Sunday night by
Sunday morning.
Virginia Thompson has returned place recently were largely attendMrs. Susie Winant is in Portland Wells Beach. From there they will several of his Thomaston friends.
; home after spending several weeks in1 ea and extremely interesting and Inwhere she will remain during the go to Somerville Mass., to spend the
G. W. Prior of Medomak is visiting Connecticut.
spirational. Those who had the
winter with relativeswinter months.
his daughter Mrs. Cabin Simmons
capt. and) Mrs. Ross Wilson of privilege of attending and hearing
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner and
Kenneth Gray spent Sunday In
The Baptist Circle will hold their Thomaston visited relatives here; the fine speakers feel grateful to Rev.
son Gilbert, of Camden were callers Christmas sale Dec. 6 at the library, i recently.
Portland.
Mr. Moyle for arranging such a treat
Edwin McKown of Westport spent Sunday on their parents Mr. and
The correspondent of this village
Rev Sidney Packard of Boothbay for the people of this village, and
the weekend with his sister Mrs. Mrs- Leslie Marriner and Mr. and is glad that "Novus Homo" has come . was recently a dinner guest at the also to the speakers themselves, who
Mrs. L. L. Morse.
to life again, also hopes “Boze" and home of Mrs Franklin Trussell.
Clinton Barlow.
gave their services so freely, Rev
J. F. Burgess of Rockland was at Elmer Allen will give us more 1 Mrs. Forest Dav's spent a few days
Rev. W. T. Bennett of Monticello
attended the Fathers' and Son ban Albert Marriner's Sunday to see his ancient lilstory, this winter.
in Rockland last week.
mother, Mrs. Mary Burgess, who had
Mrs. Herbert Skinner, whose, death 1 Virgil Morse has returned from a
quet Friday evening
A Fathers' and sons' banquet, was the misfortune to fall a few days ago. occurred recently in Framingham, gunning trip.
Binghamton. N.Y.
held in the M. E. vestry Friday eve- receiving a severe shaking up and Mass., was formerly Nellie Mont-. Mrs. Bray has returned to her home
-“I used Dr. Pierce’s
gomery
of
th's
place
Interment
was
in
Rockland
after
spending
two
weeks
Favorite
Prescription
ning. The menu consisted of mashed causing her to remain in bed for a
tat one time when I
with Mrs. Ada Brennen.
potato, steamed mashed squash, cold few days, but whb Is now improving in the Glenmerc cemetery
draggedSix students from the Advent
pork, dressing, pickles, mint and ap- rupidly.
out' nervous condi
Buy pictures for Christmas, excep
Theological school of Boston con
pie jellies, coffee, hot rolls and pies.
Fred Hall is building a barn.
tion," said Mrs. W.
E. Alexander of 25
The Junior Guild served.
Edgar P. Marriner of Searsmont ducted services at the Advent Church tional values at Gregory's Picture
Framing Shop. 406 Main street, over
Frederick St. “My
Congratulations are extended to Villa.ge recently visited his sisters Sunday and Monday of last week.
nerves were all un
Alfred Morris has employment in Crie Hardware Co., tel. 254. Also strung, I felt worn-out
Carlton Barlow and Virginia Pink- Mrs. Leslie Marriner and Mrs. Ralph
and weary,
complete line of Swing Frames and and would get such awful splitting
Waldoboro.
ham who were united in ^narrlag? Heal. He has Just returned from
Mottoes.
—
adv.
•
headaches.
My
housework
became a
Norris Seavey is recovering from
by Rev. Mr. Norton Friday evening. Massachusetts where Mrs. Marriner
burden to me. But Dr. Pierce's Fa
his
recent
illness.
Nov. 24. Mr. Barlow is the son of underwent a serious surgical operavorite Prescription built me right up
Mrs. Noel Hupper has been visiting
and I felt as well as ever after its
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Barlow of this tion at the Deaconess Hospitalrelatives
in
Massachusetts.
use.” Sold by all druggists.
town, and his bride the daughter of Friends are pleased to hear that, the
If you want free median) ndvlae write to
Paul
Traugh
and
family
have
,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pinkhanr of operation was a successful one and
Dr. Pierce'* Clinlr in Buffalo, N. Y., lifting
vacated
the
Davis
cottage
and
left
I
lhe symptom blunk found in the package.
Boothbay Harbor.
I she will soon be home again.

For Warden

Warden

Harold J Philbrook
46 Union Street Ward Four

Mabel B Green
33 James Street. Ward Two

Doris C. Jordan
38 Warren Street. Ward Two

□
□

For

For Warden

For Ward Clerk

Golden H. Munro
47 Grace Street, Ward Four

i—11 Ernest Ogden Kenyon
'
34 High Street, Ward Four

□

For Warden

Harold C. Simmons
18 Rockland Street Ward Two

Far .Member of School Board

For Member of Schoo! Board

For Member of School Board

Edith H. Tweedle
96 North Main Street. Ward Two

□
□

□

□

□

WARD SEVEN

□

MAP TH E APS
E2E225

Charles H. Berry
81 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

□

□

-

For Alderman

□ Maurice F. Lovejoy
140 Talbot Avenue. Ward Three

For Warder.

Lowell E. Tripp
36 Brewster Street. Ward One

□

For Alderman

For Alderman

Far Warden

F. Evelyn Cates
153 Camden Street, Ward One

Q LEFOREST A THURSTON
468 Old County Road, Wc.rd Seven

CARLTON F. SNOW
26 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

LEFOREST A. THURSTON
468 Old County Road. Ward Seven

□

□

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

LEFOREST A THURSTON
□ CARLTON F. SNOW
26 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three
468 Old County Road. Ward Seven

LEFOREST A THURSTON
Q
•163 Old County Road. Ward Seven

□
For Alderman

For Alderman
Marcellus M. Condon
124 Main Street. Ward Six

□

□
I or Member of School Board

□ Gladys St C. Morgan
462 Old CountV Road. Ward Seven
□

Gladys St. C. Morgan
462 Old County Road. Ward Seven

□

□

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

□ Alden T. Perry
252 Cedar Street. Ward Seven

Edward M. Tolinan
438 Old County Rond, Ward Seven
□

□

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk
Susie A. Ames
24 Clarendon Street, Ward Six

Russell E Eartktt
596 Old County Load Ward Seven

For Member of School Board

For Member of School Board

Carl W. Tolman
31 Main Street, Ward S.x

For Alderman

□ Augustus B. Huntley
475 Old County Road. Ward Seven

□

Willis R. Lufkin
34 Crescent Street. Ward Six

□

/

□ Frances Farrand
West Meadow Road. Ward Seven
□

Mr. Currier of Rockport. Rev. Mrs.
Green of North Waldoboro and Revs
Brooks and MacDonald of Rockland.
The schools are closed for a week
vacation. The grade schools gave a
fine program on closing day of songs
and recitations
appropriate
to
Thanksgiving Day. Several visitors
1 were present by special invitation
I and enjoyed the program, also the
. hand work of the pupils, which
, adorned, the walls of the primary
: room.
Evening Star Grange is in the
midst of extensive repairs and
alterations on their hall. The fur
nace has been moved, the dining
I room enlarged, the wood room
j changed over, and everything painted
and cleaned down stairs.
In the
i summer the lodge room up stairs was
redecorated and the roof shingled.
On Grange Sunday, a large delega
tion attended church and were cor
dially welcomed by Pastor Moyle who
gave an appropriate and interesting
address.
The Ladies Guild at its last meet
ing, completed plans for the Christ
mas sale to be held In Grange hall.

□
For Ward Clerk

Marietta C. Moody
Q](
438 Ola County Road. Ward Seven
,
□

□

Dec. 13, and these committees were Dr. and Mrs. M. H. Elliott (Dons
appointed: Fancy work. Hannah Marsh). They planned to come to
Staples. Eva Moores and Doris Davis; Hollis Center Wednesday night and
aprons. Ida Hatch, Maude Overlock. Thursday morning accompanied’ by
Nettie Linscott, Nellie Bartlett; Lindley Bradbury Jr., arrive in Ap
candy and popcorn. Nina Johnston. pleton in time for dlrner.
Agnes Peabody; supper. Ruth Boyn
ton. Nellie Stevens, Evelyn Bartlett.
Maud Merrifield. Oeorgia Bryan’. ,
Ella Brann; entertainment, Ir.et |
Cunningham, Marian Mitchell, Fran- j
ces Crooker and Frances Howet ; A*k any oldtimcr hereabouts what he does
when back-breaking work stiffens and tor
Supper will be served at 5.30 and will tures hiw muscles, and chances are he’ll
Fay f “Why, sop on Johnson’s Anodyne
be of the usual fine food served by the [ Liniment.
”
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, which was
good cooks of Washington. The en discovered
by an old New England doctor
1H10. just knocks the everlasting stuff
tertainment needs no advertising ex- ! in
ings out of pain and soreness. When you
cept to say that it Is being prepared i feel that you just can’t move without
yelling, soak on this old reliable pain killer
by Mrs. Inez Cunningham and her | and Step out. If muscles are too sore for
Tubbing, wet a cloth
with Johnson’s
able assistants with the hearty co-I Anodyne Liniment and apply. Change these
•
cloths ns often as possible. Soon you'll
operation of local talent.
f i . 1 ns good as new.
A generous bottle of Johnsons Anodyne
The Grant family on the back road Liniment
costs only 856 or get three times
are looking forward to the time when I ns much for 60f from your drug or grocery
store. ?
•
they will be out of the woods, as one
member was heard to say. Choppers
arc busy cutting away at trees In the, EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Barker pasture between them ;ffid
Osteopathic Physician
, the main road.
>< !
ROCKLAND
Mrs. A. W. McCorrison has teen 38 SUMMER ST.,
TEL.
13G
anticipating a visit from her Cam- [
I27*129tf
■ bridge young folks at Thanksgiving, I

Muscles So Sore
He Couldn’t Move

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT

DEER ISLE’S HISTORY
Traced From Days Of Early Explorers and Indians
—The Town Craves Protect’on
(WrJ'.cn for The Courier-Gazette By Mildred Severs Alien of
Slo.iington)

Mrs. John T. Vose of Portland is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Ralph
Buzzell at Simonton.
A musical entertainment will be j
held at Town hall on the evening of I
Dec 8 followed by a social.
The
piogram will be given by members of
the Camden and Rockport High
School Bands and The Rollickers
will furnish music for the social.
Plans are underway for a benefit J
party to be given in the near future

(Third Installment)
After the death of Mr. Powers the p’ropertv described in the above I* the members °f st- Paul's

offer passed to h.s son, Prescott Powers; a part of it, including the house

!

tQ {he Communjty Wel[are

later coining into the possession of Levi Greenlaw. I he Powers domicile Mrs Hattie Shallon of Portland Is !
yet stands where the branch road turns off to go to Mountainville and In town called' here by the death of
the (ireenlaw District, it being the same now resided in by ‘‘Dickie" [her mother Mrs. Cassie Marshall
Greenlaw, grandson of Levi, and is, undoubtedly, the oldest house
The vacant store in the Masonic 1
block will be utilized this winter as
standing on the island.
For ten years after Powers' administration the church was destitute headquarters for the Community
of a regular pastor, being supplied part of the time by any preacher who Welfare Committee, which will begin
happened to be traveling this wav—Page, Johnson, etc. Phineas Randal work in the very near future. Much ■
declined an invitation to settle here but in 1809 Rev. Joseph Brown interest was manifested in this work !
became installed as pastor and continued for ten years, dying suddenly | last winter and a great deal accomin September, 1819. Following this. Rev, Abijah Wines preached here plished by the large number of
and performed many marriages, found entered with those of the two women who met each afternoon to
pastors mentioned above in the Deer Isle record books. Previous to ! sew for the needy, and it is hoped
about 1773 parties contemplating marriage must have gone to what is I that the same interest will be shown j
now known as Fort Point in Castine, as the chaplain of the garrison this winter, as the need is great,
there. Dr. Wm. Crawford, was the nearest person bywhom the cere-'
A surprise party was tendered Mr.
mony could legally be performed.
I and Mrs. Walter Carroll Monday eve- !
It might he of interest to mention here that the first meeting house 'ning at their home by members of
stood upon the spot later occupied by the old Town Hall that was erected i the Nitsumsosum Club and their |
on ground almost excavated by a gravel pit nearly across from the old husbands. It was supposed to be the I
Deer Lie cemetery. When the new Town Hall was built in the village regular weekly gathering of the Club,1
the old one was sold to Win Thurlow who tore it down and erected but the guests arrived laden with
same as a barn at the rear of the Pythian block in Stonington.
I mysterious looking packages which
May 25, 18(18, Hezrkiah Lane, James Eaton and 31 others, petitioned when opened revealed the "makings"
the General Court of Mass, for permission to be incorporated into the
a picnic supper, and also gifts for
First Baptist Society of Deer Isle. Though the town sent in a protest ibc host and hostess Supper was
to this petition, signed by the selectmen, an act was passed in 1809 to followed by bridge enjoyed until a
allow them to be incorporated. Not long after this they built a church late hour.
and a branch (under the pastorate of Rev. Samuel Allen) extended to I Mrs- Lawrence Richards of Cam- '

Lie au Haut. This religious spirit increased until several churches were
built on the island in different localities.
An "act for incorporating Deer Isle plantation, Little Deer Island
and the Isles of Holt in the county of Lincoln into a Town by the name
of Deer Isle," was passed Jan. 30, 1789, and approved by the governor,
John Hancock. Accordingly, Deer Isle became a full-fledged town on
Feb. 18, 1789, and the first town meeting was held in the old meeting
house before mentioned, April 6, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon.
Rev.
Peter Powers was chosen town clerk, hut resigned, and Nathan Ha'kell
held the office until 1803. The first selectmen chosen were Thomas
Stinson. Esq., Win. Foster, Capt. Thomas Robbins, Nathan Haskell,
and Joseph Sellers.

Jangled nerves can make an
evening at home a nightmare
An evening at home ruined by jan
gled nerves!...Rustling of papers,
ticking of clocks, and other little
things that ordinarily don’t matter,
driving one crazy! To get full en
joyment out of living your nerves
must be under perfect control.

The musical comedy “Heads Up"

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

which was presented at Town hall on
the evenings of Nov. 23 and 24 under
the auspices of the Epworth League
drew an

appreciative audience

(To Be Continued)

SOCONY
RANGE OIL
for oil ranges
CLEAN
PROMPT
BURNING
DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL
STANDARD Oil COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
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Beginning with your left foot
77-----------one foot t'n front of ami
place the heel of
other foot. Take twenty
the
of the
See how quick*"™°W“"li"«at™ght

den was weekend guest of Mr and

Mrs. Frederick Richards.

An average record is 12 seconds°mP

U,W teSU

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

_____________________ ,,fps in 7 SecondJ.

at

both performances and added a neat
sum to the treasury. Each part was I
exceptionally well taken. The cast
Included several from Camden as well I
as many of the local amateur players |
Prominent parts were played by Vir-;
ginia Noyes, Roland Richards. SidMatters of grave importance were taken care of in this first little
r.sy
Snow,
Raymond
Perkins,
rib broken. Mrs. Smith is now a;
gathering—voted the.minister’s salary as £100, according to contract;
Michael Arico, George Crockett,
Knox Hospital
to build his house 34x20 feet, one story and finished in "same manner
Frederick Richards, Nellie Coates.
that houses commonly are in country towns;" £60 voted to be laid out on
An eight and one-half pound son
roads, a man s labor being four shillings, and three shillings per day fo. peared Jn various ro]es were Vere was born Nov. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
oxen; Geo. 1 tier, Esq., chosen representative to General Court.
Crockett, L. True Spear, Jr., Donald Henley Day. Mrs. Day is at the
'l he ensuing year money was raised for sweeping and caring for the Welt, William Munroe, Philip Spear, home of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
meeting house, and the town treasurer was instructed to furnish it with David Grant, Richard Moody, Ray Pearl Dyer at Crockett's River. Mr
glass to make it comfortable, and charge to town's account. After the mond Snow, Charles Cavanaugh. and Mrs. Day's home is at Mt. Desert
lirst two years but three selectmen were chosen, and in 1791, at the Milford Payson. Rev. P. P. Powle and Rock Light where he is keeper and
third meeting, it vfras voted to divide the town into five school districts, several young ladies and men who where he has returned having been
one school being kept on Webster’s land (Ebenezer Webster's lot
represented Civic League Ladies, so at Crockett's River t.he past week.
adjoined the south side of Sunset Golf Links); one near the mill at rority girls and fraternity boys.
Don't forget the mask bail at Me
Northwest Harbor; one near Joseph Colby’s at Southeast Harbor; one Gwendolyn Buzzell acted as accom- morial hall, and $20 in prizes to be
near John Howard’s; and one near Jonathan Torrey's, at corner of road panist fOr tj,e evening
given away. Get your costume and
leading from Reach to Northwest Harbor.
,
attend.
In 1794 two more schools were added ; one at Little Deer Isle and the i
A telegram was received Nov. 28
VINALHAVEN
other on Babbidge's Neck, and £100 was raised for a new meeting
by Everett Libby announcing th?
house, thus wc see a steady increase in religion and education each year.
Rev. N. P. Atwood's subject for death of his sister Mrs. Charle1
In 1796. SI00 was raised to build a cattle pound near the Carrying Sunday morning at Union Church Johnson (Alice M. Libby) at a NewPlace, anti stocks near the meeting house, and in 1814 work was started [ will be “The Great Commission." tonville (Mass.) Hospital. She was
to replace the wooden pound by a stone one to save expense of repairs Mark 16:15. At the evening meeting the daughter of Mrs. Lillian and the
each year. The large four and five ton rocks of this old pound can yet the first of five series of pictures will! late Thomas E. Libby, and was born
be seen by any interested observer where they are likely to remain for be shown, depicting the "Life of J in Vmalhaven 33 years ago. She at
many years to come marking the spot that was once the scene of much ac
Christ” and with illustrated hymns. tended the public schools in town and
tivity in the early history of Deer Isle, the smaller stone having been
The Wednesday evening service was I was graduated from Brookline
incorporated into the building of the state highway. This was the earliest 1
(Mass.) High School and from th
in observance of Thanksgiving.
cattle pound constructed anywhere in the Penobscot region, as far as is i
At the regular meeting of Margue- j University of Maine. She was a
known, Ute Orrington one, claiming to be the oldest, having been built
rite Chapter, O E.S., the annual me member of St Marks Church in
in 1808.
morial service will take place Dec. 4. [ Brookline, and of Marguerite Chap
These town meeting records show a feeling of uneasiness and need of
Mrs. Lawrence Ames was in Rock- ( ter. O.E.S. of Vinalhaven. Besides
protection among the town’s people, for in 1799, money for military
land Monday to meet her husband her husband she is survived by chil
stores was raised and in 1803 more money was raised to provide a town
dren Cynthia and Betty Ann and in
who was returning from Boston.
stock of powder, lead, flints, kettles, etc.; in 1810 moic powder was
fant daughter; also by her mother
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson
I
purchased and 1811 it was voted to complete the town’s military maga
and
brothers, Herbert L. Libby of
zine and to replace ammunition that might be drawn out on muster days. and- sons Prank, Ambrose, Jr. and j
Herbert left Wednesday for Quincy. | Weston. Mass., and Everett Libby of
At a meeting held July 18, 1812, it was voted that the selectmen be
this town. The sympathy of a large
authorized to petition the government of the United States for one or Mass., where they will spend Thanks- [
circle of friends is extended to the
more companies of I . S. soldiers to be stationed on Deer Isle for defense
Mrs. Petersons brother1
bereaved family.
of the same; also to petition the Government and Council of Commonwealth for loan of 60 muskets and four four-pound guns and that the
detachment from the militia may not be taken away from the town.
Many from Deer Isle enlisted against the British hut the only firing
on Deer Isle territory was off of Michael Small’s Cove, Sunset, into
which an English brig, sailing from Castine to the West Indies with
provisinns anil lumber, was chased by an American Privateer of Wiscasset.
The lumber was unloaded and the brig taken off as a prize of the
privateer. Some of these big planks were used in the construction of the
house owned and remodelled by mv great grandfather, David Sellers, Sr,
on Stinson's Neck (Sunshine), having been originally built by Beniamin
York, and torn down a few years ago by Herbert Conary, some of the
lumber being used in the building of a barn on his premises, nearly
opposite the old York-Sellers homestead.
Cannon halls fired from the privateer have been excavated from the
fields in the vicinity of Small’s Cove, one having been found recently
and now on display at the drugstore of D. J. Noyes in Stonington.

Watch your nerves... Get your
full amount of sleep every night.
Eat regularly and sensibly. Find
time for recreation.
And smoke Camels—for Camel’s
costlier tobaccos never get
your nerves.
,

Au£ustus Abbott and family,
Mr an^ Mrs' E' A- Smalley will
1•Pend the holiday with relatives in
Thomaston.
The TF s met Monday evening at
^e home of Miss Carolyn Calderwood' featuring the birthday anniversary of Mrs. N. P,. At.wood. A
covered dish supper was served,
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Stordahl were
pleasantly surprised Saturday evcning at their home by a party of
friends in honor of their 25th wejding anniversary, and also that, of
Mrs. Stordahl's birthday. Lunch was

served and dancing featured the eve
ning's entertainment. In the comi pany were Mrs. Fritz Swanson, Mrs.
Gus Johnson. Mrs. Oscar Swanson
Mrs. Younquist, Mrs Carl Swanson.
Mrs. Maurice Johnson. Mrs. Swan
Peterson, Mrs. David Anderson, Mrs.
Oscar Olson, Mrs. CharTes Anderson.
| Mrs. Henry Lawson. Mrs. Olaf Holmquist, Mrs. Hammerstrom.
Meredith TrCfrey, is a patient at
I Central Hospital in Miami. Fla., re
covering
from injuries sustained
from a fall on the yacht on which he
j has employment.
Elliott Hall returned Wednesday
I from North Whitefield to spend
Thanksgiving with his family.
Mrs. L. R. Smith left Wednesday
for Boston enroute to Rochester,
N. Y„ where she will spend the win
ter months with her brother R. Mont
Arey.
Friends of Mrs. Jennie Smith of
Rockland will be sorry to learn of the
accident which befell her Monday in
that city while crossing Main street
in front of the Thorndike Hotel, she
was struck by an automobile, her
arm broken in two places, also one

New Instant-Gas

Coleman
Radiant Heater

Model No. 16

LIGHTS
INSTANTLY
Hare's a practical all-aronnd
heater at a remarkably low price.
Produces penetrating radiant heat
that warms you like summer sun
shine.
Light in weight .. . easy
to carry. Makes and burns its own
gas. Lignts instantly like gas ... no
waiting, no preheating 7 radiants.

See Your Local Dealer
THE COLEMAN
LAMP and STOVE COMPANY
Wichita, Kant.
Chicago. Ill

Philadelphia, Pa.
Loa Angalaa, Calil.

• K H 3.1»

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!
WALDOBORO

NORTH HAVEN

F.ve gunners. Gciden McDonald,
Liovd Benner of Rockland is tak
ing the place of the late Fred E. Argyle McDonald, Bertis Brown,
Shuman as manager of the Central i Harry Crockett and Parker Crockett
renamed from a hunting trip Thurs
Maine Power Co.'s local store.
Mrs. Eva Mason, who has been guest day bringing home five fine deer and
of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason, has one bear.
H. C. Parsons had a shooting match
returned to Pigeon Cove. Mass
Those winning ducks j
Mrs. Jessie Achorn is visiting 1 Saturday.
were: H. Neal Burgess. Leon Crock
friends in Chelsea. Mass.
William G. Reed is in Philadelphia. ett, Harry Baird. James Brown. Rcdrick Gillis, Alfred Staples. Nathaniel
Miss Florence Orfi is visiting
Stone, Floyd Duncanfriends in Portland.
Chester Jones has been in Rock-' Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Demmons have
moved into their new quarters at
land.
Miss Betty Stqhl has returned from the Pond.
F W Waterman recently shipped a
Bangor, where she has been guest
lot of lambs to Boston.
of her aunt, Mrs. Ed. Connor.
There will be a dance at Crockett's
The I. T. Club will meet in the
Baptist, vestry Monday evening cl hall Thanksgiving night.
next week. A covered dish supp?r
Following is the program for Sat
will be served.
urday night at. the Grange: Roll
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey and call, name one thing you are thank
Earle Spear were Waterville visitors ful for; readings by Mercedes CaldSaturday.
> erwood, Lesley Ladd. Nettie Beverage
The sale given by Star Club mem and Edward Beverage; Ten Com
bers in the Crowell Dry Goods Store mandments for a Grange; discussion
was very successful. Mrs. Kenneth led by Mrs. Julia Beverage and Mrs
Weston received the quilt and Miss Nellie Beverage, "How best to enlist
Edna M Yeung the cushion. About in the Grange the people who are
$20 was added to the club treasury.
moving from city to country under
Dr. and Mrs. D B Mayo of Eliot ' stress of the times;"talk by Lloyd
have been in town.
Crockett. “What steps should be
Twenty-five from this place at- [ taken to improve the farmer’s pur
tjnded the midnight show of "I'm i chasing power?" surprise feature,
No Angel" last, week at the Strand Annie Waterman; readings, Nettie
Theatre in Rockland.
Mills and Kenneth Mills; poem,
Mrs. Nettie Stewart of Plymouth is "How to show we are thankful."
at the Sanborn homestead for the
winter.
MEDOMAK
At the meeting of the Lions Club
at Stahl's Tavern Wednesday eve
Mrs E. C. Tobcy is away for the
ning the speaker was John Webb, winter She will vjsit friends in Au
who talked on Russia. King Lion gusta.
William G. Reed presided at th?
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner and
business session following dinner. two children were in Damariscotta
There were 20 members and guests last Thursday.
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coombs of of West Waldoboro were recently in
China were guests Saturday of Mrs. town calling on friends.
Jennie Benner at Kaler's Corner.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Keene, Jr., are
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Wiggin have housekeeping in the George Keene
been recent guest.s of Mr. and Mrs house at Medomak.
A. L. Shorey.
L. W. Osler and Clifford Shuman
At the Tuesday afternoon meeting were in Cushing last Friday
of the Woman's Club, Dr. Bertram
Ralph Morse of Waldoboro was in
Packard, commissioner of education, town Friday.
spoke in an interesting manner on
Lawrence Prior. Verge Prior and
"The Influence of the New England Dennis McLain each have shot a
Home in the Development of Ameri deer.
ca.” Mrs. Nettie Nicholson sang in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter were
her most charming manner accom in Friendship last Thursday.
panying herself at the piano. Super
'Mrs. Florence Osier, Mrs. Hazel
intendent of schools A. L. Shorey.! Benner and Sarah Teele were Rock
and the local teachers were guests ' land visitors last week.
of the club.
Refreshments were , Horace Smith who has been visit
served by the hostesses, Mrs. Esther ing his parents in Washington has
Shorey, Mrs. Ina Smith and Mrs. returned home.
Dora Howard Yorke The meeting . Frank Creamer and sister Pauline
of next week will be at Mrs. Nicn- j were callers at the home cf Astor
olson's and the afternoon given over Willey Thursday.
W. H. Brooxs of Waldoboro spent
to home economics.
the weekend in town.
ask your druggist for
NU-VI-TA HERB A IRON TONIC
1. It cleanses the system.
2 It purifies the blood
3. It Improves the appetite.
4. It aids Digestion.
5. !t tones up the •▼stem.
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
correct Constipation.
7. It Is guaranteed safe and rellahlr
Fieedman Medicine Co., Stonington, Me
fll-T-94

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^
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HORIZONTAL
1-The outer skin
6-Cauterize
8-Rend
11- Makes a mistake
12- A metric land
measure
14- Girl's name
15- Apportion
16- Pleasure
18-Assist
20- A naval officer
(abbr.)
21- More severe
23- Sainte (abbr.)
24- Peruse
25- Break suddenly
27- Very small
28- Row
30- Girl's name
31- Killed
32- Allot
34- Manner
35- Long grass stem
37- Prong
38- Lace fabric

J

37

3b

35
39

3M

33

1

54

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
41-Slanting
113-Eagles
[ 14-Leaving
43-A vehicle
45-A fish (pl.)
16- Remain
47- Small piece of rock 17- Canvas shelter
19-Protectors
48- Sties
21- State council (pl.)
49- Mature
22- Lifting
51- Rest
24-One who rides
52- A fountain
26- Volcano on island ol
53- Extend over
54- Sciences
Martinique
55- Assertion
27- Boy’s name (short)
29-Moved rapidly
33- A fish (pl.)
VERTICAL
34- Pronoun
36- Specks
1- An English title
37- Tinge
2- Pairs (abbr.)
39- Organs of hearing
3- Mistake
40- Make a misstep
4- Pronoun
42- To hold balanced
5- Rest
43- A coin
6- Observed
44- An insect (pl.)
7- Epochs
46-Mineral springs
9-Greek god of war
48-Harbor
10-Rave
50-Entomology (abbr.)
12-lmltated
52-Agitate

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

BREMEN

Mrs. Mary Simmons who has been
staying with Mrs. May Hull is now
in Waldoboro to keep house for Mrs.
Welt.
Quite a number of deer have been
shot here this month, more than in
former years.
Lexton Mank and Beulah Mank at
tended Court in Wiscasset, last week
Wednesday.
Rev. Mrs. Greene who has been ill
the past two weeks is now able to
attend her church.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace has closed her
house here and taken an apartment
at 31 Ocean street, Rockland. Sorry
lo lose good neighbors, but Bremen's I
loss is Rockland's gain.
Mrs. Eva Wright went Wednesday :
to Reading. Mass., where she will j
spend the winter.
I
Zolvinn Mank and George Fland I
ers attended church services at Orff's
Corner Sunday afternoon.
s
if poorly functioning Kidneys end
Bladder make you Buffer from Getting
William Hull celebrated his 72nd
Up NigtilK, Nervnu-nesB. Rheumatic
Pair". Stiffn. -. Burning, Smarting,
birthday anniversary Nov. 21, by
gP Itching, or Acidity try the guaranteed
chopping one-half cord of wood ir.
IXicior'a Pre-criptioilCystcx(SiHe-tex)
Pj/cfatv
'Must nx you un or money
a half day.
*»»£»•*-«
buck, Upiy 76 ' til Jiuggiata.

He!p Kidneys

5

4

7

VJ A

R 1

E
El D EJ

SUNSET
Joseph Raynes has had electricity
Installed in his house.
The Church Aid met Nov. 22 with
Mrs. Ruth Perez.
Ralph Lufkin of Rockland has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. A. D. Lufkin.
Mrs. A. D. Lufkin is spending th?
winter with her son Frank LufkinRussell Brown. Emery Cole, Ed’V.
Howard and Prescott Eaton returned
from a hunting trip at MachiasFifth-Lake bringing one deer.

Every-Other-Day
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NORTH WASHINGTON
Schools nre all closed this week for
the Thanksgiving holiday.
The people here are very much
pleased at the fine piece of work done
from Razorville on the road leading

to this place. And it is felt that in
time if the work continues we too,
will have the right kind of road
Mr. and Mrs. F W. Cunningham
and sons Donald and Robert were in
Augusta on business Saturday and
visited relatives in Orland Sunday.

Elbridge Lenfest was engaged last
week in breaking up ground for
James Jones, preparatory for next
season's planting
Mrs M. W. Lenfest has returned
heme from East Palermo, where she
has been caring for Mrs Charles

Tibbetts who has been taken to a
Waterville hospital.
There was an old-fashioned wood
bee at W. L. Leighor's Tuesday, and
a fine lot of wood was cut and made
ready to be hauled out of the woods
when snow’ comes.

I
I
if

Ready for Christmas
in a big way

t!

1 onestly we don't mean to boast, but wc are so proud

1

It’s just the truth. Now

adays the Christmas lists are so long that almost the first question
is, “What about the price?*’
Veil'll just be delighted to sec how far your money will go thia year. We have hunted
and planned as never before, and it’s amazing wliat we have accotnplialicd in values.
You need not he afraid of the big high prices here.

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

Mra Shaw « RKhmond. Me,. » ’►’L22L *
’*°•->. — * — *
THREE ROOM furnished apartment to
State Conference at Lewiston.
let at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICK
and Mrs. Creighton.
: visiting her daughter Mrs. Harold
NELL. 82 Llmerock St.
142*144
Austin Wellman, 76. died Friday
Jack, High street.
rvv/vj to let. nlso room and board at
ROOM
in
his
home
at
Woodfords,
while
talk

21 Ocean
Oce
St. Tel. 879 MRS CHARLES
Harold Cana and family are mov
______________________ 143-145
Schools are closed for a vacation HALL
ing at the telephone. A niece kept
ing into the Russell Gray house on
MODERN four room apartment with
of
one
week
house
for
him,
Mrs
Edna
William

garage
to
let
at 48 Grace St
V. A.
Hyler street.
Mr. Dana is the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and LEACH. Tel. 133.
142-tf
cashier of the Thomaston National son of Thomaston, another niece, atFIVE room flat to let. modern lmtended
the
funeral
in
Woodfords
daughter
of
Hope
were
overnight
Bank
_
.
,
, ,
.
provements, nice view of harbor. MRS.
Sunday,
guests two nights last week of Mr. charles mcauliffe, 42 Fulton st .
Mrs. Patrick Sanfey has returned
Mr. and Mrs. K B. Shaw and Miss and Mrs- Austln Towle.
141 143
from a recent visit to relatives ln
ERY attractive apartment to let, five
Dr. S. Kagen of Augusta was
rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
Frances Shaw will spend ThanksBoston
Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
Mrs'." ElbridgeGrafton andMiss giving
with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard visltor Sunda>’ at W*' Wgwbert's.: wr luound.____________________________
137-tf
Effie Brewerhave returned to work shaw ln Portland. HarrisShaw of
Austin Towle was a business visitorrBONT HALF »lth
om„ offormer
cunv orvwn unit ic milieu vu wora i
,, Belfast Friday
Battery Service Stdtlon, Park St., to let.
$(5 month v p 8TUDLEy
2«3 Main
in the Camden Woolen Mill after Boston will join his parents there ln BC‘last rriaay.
Carolyn Hart is spending this st Tel. 1154
t4i-tf
two weeks vacation.
j ^or Thanksgiving.
week in Burkettville with her grand-1 FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
let Inquire MRS W S. KENNISTON.
Mrs. Hollis Young of Beechwoods I Capt. John Brown motored to
father S. B. Miller and family.
176 Main St Tel. 874-W__________ 135-tf
street entertained the Tuesday Con- Orono Wednesday to bring his
. The Thursday evening prayer
FOUR room apartment to let. partly
tract Club at supper in her home grandson John Singer and a college meeting will be held at the Baptist, ^3rny,^
.........................................
s*3 TCe,ekn54 VF STUDLEY.
132-tf
Tuesday.
friend. Wllliam Kiersted of RockChurch and a good attendance is de- J furnished rooms to let at 29 Beech
Mrs. Helen Brown and Miss Mabel' land. Mass., home for Thanksgiving.
136-tf
sired for this Thanksgiving service. St. MRS W. S. WHITE.
Brown of Portsmouth. N. H . will be The captain intended to bring home
EIGHT room apartment to let. all
modern, garage, over West End Market.
holiday guests of Capt. and Mrs. j a capacity load of Thomaston stuThomaston. $15 month. V. F STUDLEY.
283 Main St, Tel 1154___________ 132-tf
John Brown.
' dents
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
Mrs. W. J Robertson who is yet in
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters,
Ave OVERNESS SARKESIAN
128-tf
a Boston hospital, is making gain will have the regular meeting Friday
______
MODERN six room rent, with garage.
. Partly furnished If desired. 17 Grove St.
daily. It is possible she may return ' evening at 7 30.
... . .
You 11 open your eyes in amazement r w. bickford. Tel. 611-M
125-tf
heme Saturday.
Miss Letitia Creighton will spend when you see how swiftly Buckley's'
furnlshed »p,nme'nt "to 'let.
The selectmen have submitted their the holiday with her parents Mr. and>Mlxlure 'triple strength 1 conquers an three rooms, towtt and «hed. 12 knox
plan of the work to be done by the ; Mrs. Charles A Creighton. She will ordinary cough—tough old hang on st. Tel. 156-w___________________ »l-tf
coughs, bad colds and bronchitis FURNISHED heated apartment to let
39 men allotted to the town under ' t>e accompanied by Mrs. Workman must go when you take Buckley's—it's Inquire 14 Masonic St.___________ 131-tf
powerful vet safe and if you'll just get HEATED apartments, an modern, tour
one 45 cent bottle at Comer Drug
w
Jg CTA“™'4N *
Store. Ir.s.. George H. Gardiner. Drug- _
gist. Warren, or any live drug store r**************^
you'll be delighted—stop that wheez ♦
_
t
ing. choking cough today.

APPLETON RIDGE

$

14

8

B

ut low prices would mean nothing if it were not for the merchandise
itself. Every bit of that is of P. M. and B. quality, with the usual P. M. md B.

guarantee that means so much. Of course it is clean and fresh, but it is more
than that. It is different. And your real difficulty will he in making a choice —
not in finding something that you like.
You may bring your gift list here and fill it complete. We have gifts for
everybody, from the simplest remembrance to that very soeeial gift that heads

Amazed To See Bad

the list.

COUGHS GO QUICK

of
S'

Toys —
Wc have a whole new floor for toys — thc floor formerly occupied
bv Cressey and Allen. This department will be a source of joy for all
yrungsters from six to sixty.

2

Gifts for the Home —

J

Wt have these in endless variety — from our wonderful fourth
floor with its quality furniture so attractively priced — from the
grea1 third floor with its lamps and mirrors, its linens and blankets — all
things that go to make homes attractive.
In our splendid basement (with more room than ever, now that
the toys are gone) you will find great stocks of china, glass, pottery,
pewter, silver and electrical goods, with hundreds of new and fascinating
ki'ilie- gadgets.

I

•

'

J
\C

•Vs f

THE NEW

Personal Gifts —

HOOVERS

The second floor is devoted to things to wear, both inside and out.
There are things for children and things for their elders — lovely underthmgr, fine furs, smart sports wear, dresses and eoats — all garments of
style ano quality bul surprisingly low in price.

ARE HERE!

Thc great street floor, a block long, offers hooks, stationery, notions
and novelties. It shows hosiery, handkerchiefs, gloves, jewelry, leather
goods am'
'dries — all accessories that delight the heart of woman.

bf

And don't forget this — that we have about everything to please
a man__ even a fussy man. In fact, the fussier he is, the better we shall
please
~i.
Then there is the Treasure House on Free Street, with its distinctive
gifts in their delightful setting.

Make an appointment to see them
%
a

|L 7
51
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FOR SALE

TO LET

of

what we are doing this Christmas that when we tell you about it,

it may sound like bragging. But it's not.

I the federal funds. The work proi posed is on the road leading from
Advertisements ln this column not to
The Sewing Circle of the Ameri- J the main highway near George Wellexceed three lines inserted once lor 25
can Legion Auxiliary will meet with man’s to the Marsh road, and easter- cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines live cents each for one time.
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Mrs. Anna Brasier Friday evening.. ly On that road to the Rockland line. 10 cents for three times. Six words chicken?!
and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS. yel. 806-J. Rockland.
131-tf
Come prepared to sew on Christmas [ These roads are well-nigh impass- make a line.
CHICKENS for sale 35 Rhode Island
work.
able in the spring and fall by auto
Red pullets, laying. CHESTER M OVER
The senior class of Thomaston mobiles. It will also be a benefit t< | f
LOCK. 135 Holmes St., City. Tel. 904-M.
142-144
High School made a fine showing in those living on these roads, and an ♦ LOST AND FOUND *
SCREENED
soft
lump
coal
for
their pres?ntation of "The Million answer to the charge that the out- L., ............ J $9. one-half ton, $4 50; hard coal. sale,
$14.
Dollar Butler" at Watts hall Tues skirts cf the tovn are being neglect SMALL brown purse lost Saturday be J. B PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston.
143*148
tween Olencove and Rockland.
Conday evening. The size of the audi ed in thc road building projects.
. tained money. Finder please return to
NEW MILCH family cow for sale, fiveence was very complimentary to the
Schools closed Wednesday for the I Austin Tibbetts. Dyer's Garage or RAY- years-old. Crawford Farm. Union P.
NOLD TIBBETTS, Rockport. Reward
W SKAY.
141*143
class, and incidentally to the school's week.
142*144
LAYING pullets. R I. Red strain, for
reputation of doing things in a
Th
c
Baptist
Mission
Circle
met
I
tiger
kitten
lost.
Medium
size
with
Thc
sale, right. ARTHUR L. PERRY Tel.
143-145
| worthwhile way. Under the able wUh Mrs Abbie Montgomery Tues- . Snlon St*"1
PBWS
97M2;143 4-4 Warren
ABOUT 50 acres of woodland for sale,
coaching of Miss Rita Smith the ac- day afternoon with 12 members
-to settle an estate ln West Rocknort;
tors had been brought near to per- present Mrs. Truman Sawyer was j <•••*•*
also one acre with old house. CHARLES
L BOWLEY. Admr., High St., Randolph.
fcction in their parts. That the play leader.
Mass.____________________________ 141*143
was pleasing to the audience was
OENUINE Six Way Pillows In Smart
evidenced by the ripples of laughter^
Unlwrsity of Maine. Richard ^*••*•**•**••••11 Fabrics for Christmas gifts. A unique
triangular
pjllow with comfort ln every
that were continuous.
The High , has formfd
Qf winning
LIVE poultry wanted, highest prices angle. Adjustable drawstring makes the
formed
•aid. E. C. FRYE. Cumberland Center, pillow
DniOw hard or soft. All genuine SixSchool orchestra. Miss Alcada Hall honors.
142*153 Way Pillows are filled with finest kapok.
e. Tel. 114.
director and Miss E..zabeth Brown ,
YOUNG man wants position on farm. Prices (1198 up. See them at E. B. HASTMr. and Mrs. George Gilchrest Write ARTHUR HOLMBERG. Glenmere. INOS & CO.__________________ , 141-143
and Miss Marian Felt pianists, ren
143*145
STEAM
heating
plant,
American
dered these numbers which were have moved into the Clara Babb
WANTED—We pay the highest price boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
house on Knox street.
for fresh eggs. All sizes, graded or un priced. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
given generous applause: March,
—■
graded
STOVER FEED MFG CO . 86 Tel. 1154___________ ________
132-tf
American Boys and Qirls of Cali- Thc1141131 weeklyfood sale will be Park St., Rockland. Tel 1200.
141-143
-----1
—
=
—
7
-----E
—
SMALL
HOUSE
at
Pleasant
Gardens,
fomia. Aseher; Norman's Dream, heldby the ladiesof St. John BipWANTED—Feed , sacks
In«• good condt$275 AVI
,or M,e VJII
Qn IvUl
rcnt {JlUll
,an y
,
nrlfOi. Mill,
V F STUD.
134-tf
Bennett: March Mutual. Bennett “st Church Saturday afternoon in tion. f=ryo^mr^%"My^l^t«6PP.Crt ley. 283 Main st. Tel. 1154.
141-143
St. Rockland. Tel. 1200.
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
Miss Smith was presented with a Walsh's store.
.
uauitiov wanted as housekeener for soft wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
Services at the Baptist Church |
Sided* roupie
call or } Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston, r. F. D.
floral tribute.
139-tf
Sunday will be: Bible school at 9.45 j write, mrs I. n mathurian. RockHenry McDonald has returned
reiurtiea
land. R F. D. Tel. 44-5
141-143
: «•
a. m.; morning worship
at 11,
----------------(rom a recent trip to Boston.
worauip at
n, topic
topic i! - pOM1TloN M che, of 0,afr
cook want- it
Mrs. Lucy Davidson who had spent' "°Od's Chastisement;" music. "The
Best of references. HORACE perrt
*
a few days in Portland, arrived home Lost SheeP'" Jules Jordan' ba.ritone
MEN wanted for Rawlelgh Routes o! ( |
800
families
ln
cities
of
Roekland.
Cam

Monday morning.
sol°' selected'
Raymond K
• ♦***♦*** ****** kl
1 Green; offertory solo, Douglas Vinal. den and Waldoboro and Knox County.
HOUSE to let at 52'i Summer StMrs. Josephine Stone and Fores, violtnist7^'£o^'^Tw^ ^eV^TlnSS
vacant about Nov. 25 MRS A C McLOON. 33 Grove St Tel. 253-M
128-tf
Stone have gone o Belmont. Mass.. ob;erved at thp £)osc q{ (hp m
“‘ate^.^RAW^OH
FIVE
ROOM
bungalow
to
let.
good
to pass the holiday and weekend '
„
..
------------------------------------- Z—7
condition, rent reasonable. Apply to
with Mr and Mr., Harold Walla.
, 7“ * ®
J *5'’ *“*
M*rJ"“ 01
EVA AMES Tel. 1293.
143*145

THOMASTON

And about and over it all is thc Spirit of Cordiality and
Hospitality that has helped so much in makinfi this store
"CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL MAINE”
Vk

Rrprese n ta tives of The Hoover Com pany have
come to town—to show a limited number of
women, in their own homes, thc new Silver
Jubilee Hoovers—the foremost cleaners of to
day in cleaning speed, ease and thoroughness.
Welcome our Hoover man when he calls. Tel

ephone for a special appointment, if one time
is more convenient than another, to see—
without obligation to buy
—these three new Hoovers,
HOOVERS
INSPECTED
offering greater efficiency
FREE!
atnewlowpriees. And note
Leave your uainen,
—during the stay of the
II<M>\rr ownerw, for
a free inspection
Hoover men, wc arc mak
nd adjustment
of your machine,
ing a very Special (IJfer on
laeement#* by
Hoovers, complete with
alle<l Hoover
men at a min
dusting equipment.
imum coat.

Qhe

&

HOOVER

If you cannot come lo us, consult us by mail or phone. We have a carefully trained
group of salespeople who will carry out your ideas as accurately as possible.

Il Beals.. .as it Sweeps. ..as il Cleans

Make this a P. M. & B. Christmas—It will save you time and money.

CENT
POWE

Al N E
MPANY

,
|

'
i
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
j
Whereas. Harry D Allard of Milford
ln the County of Penobscot and State
of Maine, now of South Thomaston.
Maine, bv hls mortgage deed dated Sep
tember 6th. 1918. and recorded ln Knox
County Registry of Deeds. Book 180. Page
192. conveyed to Eubertus A. Clark of
St George, in the County ol Knox, and
said State of Maine, a certain lot or par
cel of land, with the buildings thereon.
situate ln said St George bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at Francis H Maloney's
(formerly Robert Jameson) Northwest
corner iso called»; thence Southerly by
’’aid Maloney's land to the "I T. Tree.’
so called, (the site of which ls now
marked by a stone post with the let
ters I. T cut thereon) at William Clark'>
< formerly Joshua Thorndike's land so
called), now of Albert B Waterman, to
land formerly of John Harrington;
thence Westerly by land now or formerly of said Harrington to land formerly
owned by Isaiah Fogg and land known
as the David Wheeler lot. and lot known
as the John Wheeler lot and of heirs
of Nathaniel Wheeler and land formetly
of William Wheeler to stake and stones
thence Northerly by land formerly of
John Hawes to the Town Road; thence
across the road to land formerly of
Nathaniel Graves and by land formerly
of said Oraves. the same course to the
bounds first mentioned.
Subject to the exceptions and rights
of way as described In deed of said Clark
to said Allard, dated September 6th. 1918
And Whereas, said Eubertus A. Clarx
by hls deed of assignment, dated August
15th. 1919. and recorded In Knox Regis
try of Deeds. Book 173. Page 77 conveyed
In equal shares, to the undersigned.
Fred A Thorndike of Roekland and Oilford B, Butler of South Thomaston, both
ln said County of Knox, said mortgage
deed and the note and debt thereby secured and all hls right, title and Interest by virtue of said mortgage In and
to the premises therein described.
And Whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, we claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage,
Dated at Rockland. Maine, November
27th. 1933.
FRED A THORNDIKE
GILFORD B BUTLER
Rockland. November 27th. 1933
Personally appeared the above named
Fred A Thorndike and Otlford B Butler,
and made oath that the foregoing fore
closure notice by them signed. Is true.
Before me.
SUSAN M. 8PEAR
143-Th-149
Justice of the Peace.

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas. Charles A. Pease of Rock«and ln the County of Knox and State
of Maine, by hls mortgage deed dated
the seventh day of October. A. D. 1932
and recorded ln the Knox County Reg
istry of Deeds. Book 234. Page 46. con
veyed to me. the undersigned, a certain
i lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated ln the Town of Hope
and bounded and described as follows;
•'Beginning at the Northwest cor
ner of lot owned by Isaac Upham;
thence Northerly as road runs from
Hosmer Pond to Mansfield School
House, slxty-flve (65) feet to an Iron
bolt; thence North, elghty-seven
(87) degrees East, one hundred
twenty-five (125) feet to an Iron bolt
on the westerly side of a proposed
road; thence 8outh seven (7) degrees
East, along the westerly side of said
proposed road, fifty-five (55) feet
to the Northeast corner of Upham
i lot; thence South, eighty-three (83)
degrees West, along side of Upham
lot. one hundred twenty-eight (128)
feet to place of beginning, meaning
to convey lot number one hundred.
"Being the same premises conveyed
to Charles A. Pease by Annette J.
Matthews, by deed dated Feb. 8.
1918 and recorded in Book 178. Page
495 of thc Knox County Registry of
Deeds.’’
I And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken; now. there
fore. by reason of the breach of the con
dition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland this tenth day of
Novemoer, A. D 1933.
WILLIAM II. GLENDFNNINO

137-TU-M3

MISCELLANEOUS
(»R**************M

LADIES—hellable hair good* at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
__________________________________ 131-tf
PATIENTS given the best of care ln
private home with private nurse. NORA
M WRIGHT. 80 Crescent St
140*151
YARN of the finest quality at a rea
sonable price. Fast color rug yarn at
$180 per pound THE YARN SHOP. 28
North Main St , City____________ 141*143
OWING TO THE unemployment ln the
town of St Oeorge. the town has voted
to close Its clam flats to,non-resident
diggers as of Oct. 10. 1933 Complying
with thc Statute jaws of Maine,
126-tf
NOTICE On and after this date I will
not be responsible for any bills except
those contracted by myself.
WILLAM
SMOLANDER Nov. 25. 1933
141*143
AUTOMOBILE repairing. Open eve
nings and Sunday. Slmonlzlng done
reasonably G. L. BLACK, 3 Rockland
St Tel. 233-J.
123*125-tf
KEYSI KEYS! KEYSI Keya made to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
original keys are lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Stissors ar.d
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7ft.
_______________________________ * 131-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at au tlmea.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
131-tf

J

REAL ESTATE

*

£*«.****«.<*'»**« b**23

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
cation. price right. This property ls a
good Investment. Its location Is on a
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Estate Agency.____________________ 131-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
97-tf
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism, Sciatica. Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

73 PARK ST..

ROCKLAND

Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents
18-Th-tf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5 30
a m.. 8tonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock
land about 930. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1.30 p. m.. Vlnalhaven 2.45,
North Haven 3 30, Stonington 4 40; due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
B H. STINSON
117-tf
Oeneral Agent.

NOT A
POISON

RESULTS
CUARAHntQ

Every-Other-Day
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There's a New 1934

PHILCO

Marie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
$19.50 Coats
Charles H. Berry, gave a supper party
Tuesday at ter home on Talbot ave
nue. Halloween decorations planned
for thc party first scheduled several
weeks ago, and delayed due to ill
ness, were used in attractive manner,
and the little guests were in costume,
$25.00 Coats
making a colorful picture. Guests
were Joan Perry. David Montgomery, 1
Eleanor and Richard Chandler, Beau 1 'A
Get your new Christmas
Jameson, Cynthia Rich, Patricia | '/J
PHILCO now—while the
Rich. Joy Pettaplece, Camden, Ruth
selection is complete!
Nichols,
Morton and Donald Estes,
Enjoy the unexcelled
$29.50 Coats
Patricia Willard, Janice Thomas,
tone and supreme per
Principal and Mrs Joseph Blais- | Betty O'Brien. Mary Lou Duff, Bev
formance that only a
dell entertained Monday evening at erley Olendenning. Emmy Lou
PHILCO can give! You
supper with Miss Adelaide E Cross Peaslee and Carol Ann Wolcott.
will find a PHILCO for
as honor guest. Other guests were
every purse and purpose!
Miss Rose Adams and brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart, Mr. and
Mrs Joseph Robinson, Mrs. Char- Oeorge. of the faculty of the Was$39.50-$45.00 Coats
PHILCO89B
1 lotte Jackson, Miss Dorothy Parker, sookeag School, Dexter, are spend
Marvelous new Baby Grand
MlAs Margaret Heliier, Atwood Lev- ing the holiday and weekend with
with Automatic Volume Con
trol and other big-set fea
1 ensaler, Mr and Mrs. Arnold O. their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
tures. Gets police and air
J Rogers and Mrs. Ruth Brackett Adams
plane calls as
1 Spear.
well as regular
Eft
New smaller collar done
Mrs. Margaret Smith is visiting her
broadcasts!
0*7.Jv
in kolinsky. Yoke and
$49.50 Coats
Mrs. Thomas McKinney was sister Mrs. Annie Thomas at The
sleeves of fur. Persian
hostess to the P. * T. Club Tuesday Highlands
lamb is smart in youth
j afternoon. Mrs E. E Knight and
ful coats.
Mrs A D. Morey won b-idge honors
Mr. and Mrs Clarence S. Beverage
of Augusta were guests Sunday of Mr
SPECIAL
William Mack who has been guest and Mrs Ray Spear in Thomaston. ■
HOLIDAY
of hls sister Mrs. A. D. Morey, re
$58.00 Coats
turned to Harding, Mass . Wednes
Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland arOther PI1ILCOS $22 50 to $110.00
rived Wednesday to spend the holi- *
day
day with her mother, Mrs. J. S. JenW
Miss Ella Day is a patient at Knox kins.
Hospital.
Mrs John Chisholm and mother.
Mrs. Oeorge W Phillips and son I Mrs. Patrick W Sanfey of Thomas$69.50 Coats
Oeorge returned Tuesday night from ton j,ave returned from a visit with !
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND,
TEL 721 a week's visit in Boston. The latter relatives and friends in Boston and '
has not fully recovered from the ViCmtty.
thrills which the Harvard-Yale game I
The Rubinstein Club holds its first
furnished him.
I guest evening Friday at 8 o'clock
$79.00 Coats
Mrs Ralph Nutt is at Knox Hos with Miss Mabel P. Lamb in charge
pital, where she underwent a surgi of a program entitled "The March of
cal operation Tuesday. Latest re the Months."
ports are encouraging.
Mrs. John O. Snow entertained at
Mr and Mrs Preeman S. Young sewing Tuesday evening.
are in Bangor to spend Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harbech.
Miss Daphne Winslow is home
Regularly sold for $14.95
------I from Norway to spend the holiday
Only 25—sizes 14'i-24'Mr. and Mrs. A. T Thurston went wlth her mother Mrs c E Roiilns.
to Farmington yesterday to sf»nd ghr (hen goes t0 university of Maine
the holiday with Mrs. Thurston s
gpen(i a short time on the thesis
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
parents. Mr. and Mrs Henry P. I she
prCparln^ fOr another degree.
White Mrs Thurston will remain I
_____
ORFF'S CORNER
HOPE
for the weekend.
The DAF Club met Monday even
FLORIDA
ing at the home of Mrs. Raymond
William Wright is building a house
Valeda. year old daughter of Mr.
Charles A. Rose motored to Port Cross. Bridge honors fell to Mrs.
MIAMI’S
land Wednesday to meet Mrs. Alberta Herbert Kalloch. Mrs. Walter Kim en bla land recently bought frMi- and Mrs. Ouy Kennedy, who has been
Ideal Retort Hotel
Mrs. Julia Harwood. It is on the seriously ill In Knox Hospital, is re
Rose coming from Boston to spend ball and Mrs. Lewis Coltart.
Convenient to all pointe of interest—Modem in every way
nain read ar.d pt'asantly located.
ported as improving
the holiday with Mrs. Geneva Huke.
An enjoyable view from our spaciout ground-floor porches, which
Neal Libby who has been in Cam-1 Mrs Laura Leonard of St. Oeorge
■irround the hoteJ Manv rooms with private bahoniet
Mrs. Donald Perry and Miss Helen
Mr and Mrs. John Glover of Ban Burns will be in charge of the card dC!1 sg®e weeks recovering from an was the weekend guest of Mrs. Lulu
gor were In the city Tuesday and on party at Hotel Rockland Friday eve- accident which occurred whi e Jeer Jackson.
their return were accompanied by ning for the benefit of St. Bernards hunt'll?. is expected home this week
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell ano
Mr Glover's mother. Mrs. Lucy church.
Last Friday night a delightful su:- cl^ldren spent Sunday in Unity, the
Glover, who will be their guest for
prise party was given Miss Eileen guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell.
the holiday and Mrs H. O. Gurdy
Mr and Mrs. Sumner Ferry arc in Payson at the home of hcr parents
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and daughter
who will spend a few days with Mr, I Boston for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M Payson. Miss
Evelyn
have returned from a week's 1
Booklet
Cornrr Second Street
and Mrs. Oscar Ingraham and Mrs.
Payson was the recipient of many
Mrs Susan Foss ho returned from pretty gifts, it being the ann.vsna.j visit ln Lynn, Mars
and First Avssac
C. F. Ingraham. Mr. Gurdy has gone
Application
Mrs. Thelma Hoch Is critically ill in
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank of hcr 17th birthday. The friends
there for the holiday.
MODERATE RATES
Newton in Camden.
who met to enjoy the pleasant even Memorial Hospital. Damariscotta.
Miss Helen deRochemont and Wil- ,
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
ing w'ere Marion Hoths, Harleth
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bcssey of Friend
liam Ellingwood are home from Colby , Miss Lehore Benner entertained Hobbs. Radhcl Noyes. Lucy Johnson. ship were Sunday visitors at W A
the H. W. Club Monday evening William Hardy, Guilford Payson, Jackson's.
for the holiday and weekend.
Honors ln bridge fell to Mrs. Chester Claude Dennison, Albert Hastings,
There was a large attendance at thc
Congressman and Mft E. C. Mo Black and Miss Oladys Bowen.
Robert Trask and Merton Johnson turkey shoot at the Farwell (arm Sat
ran. Jr., entertained at dinner re
Sandwiches, cake, cocoa, candies and urday, and marry turkeys disposed ol
Miss Sarah Sansom is in Bath for
cently ln honor of Miss Ethel
FRIDAY
fruit were served.
Smalley, who accompanies them to Thanksgiving and the weekend, the Miss Marcella Partridge is visiting
Branded an outcast . . .
Washington to be Mr. Moran's sec guest of her Sister, Mrs. Harry Smith
in Stockton Springs.
Shanghai made him a carefree
retary.
Guests—members of the of
adventurer ... flghtir. j . . dar
There was a good attendance at
Congressman
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Moran
fice staff and husbands—were Mr.
ing .. . and risking death .
Sunday School this week. Miss McJr.
leave
Friday
for
Washington
until an impuls.ve girl lifted
and Mrs. Edward J Baxter. Mr. and
Knight led in her efficient manner,
him from the depths of dis
Mrs. Elmer Teel. Mrs. Clara Curtis D. C„ accompanied by Miss Ethel and everyone regrets that she is not
grace to the heights of heroism.
and the honor guest. A gift was pre Smalley, Mr. Moran's secretary.
to be here during thc winter.
sented to Miss Smalley.
Frank W. Jordan and daughters
STRAND THEATRE
The meeting of the Shakespeare Misses Helen and Catherine Jordan
Society Monday evening at the homc of Christmas Cove, are holiday
"Shanghai Madness," with Spen
of Miss Caroline Littlefield had 24 in guests of Mr .ar.d Mrs. Llewelyn cer Tracy In thc stellar role, come*
with
attendance. Act 4 of "Othello” was Keller.
SPENCER TRACY
Friday.
read, and Miss Annie Frye presented
The story revolves around the ex
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Sezak
went
FAY WRAY
a brilliant paper on "Moorish Art.
ploits of an American naval officer
Wednesday
to
Wellesley,
Mass
.
where
Miss Lucy Rhodes was leader. Thc
who, through the intrigue and
'
SATURDAY
meeting Dec. 11, will be with Mrs they will spend thc holiday and
subtlety that arc characteristic of
weekend
with
Mr.
Sezak's
parent.;.
Ella Buffum. with Mrs. Helena Fales
Romance and Action Ride Again!
Mr. Seaak expects to attend the Holy Shanghai, becomes involved in an
as
leader.
Hair-ralsir.j stunts .. . high-speed
affair that forces him to resign his
Cross-Boston College game.
action .. . and dynamic romance . ..
command He becomes a wanderer
Donald Cummings and family are
as a dare-devil rancher takes a mob
Granville Poole of Camden will be in the poorer sections of thc seaport
to spend the holiday and weekend
of gangland racketeers for a ride.
with Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear, the holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. town, avoiding all his acquaintances
A. Thurston at The Highlands. Fri of the past, and seeking to cull his
Zane Orcy'3
North Nobleboro.
day Mr. Poo’.e goes to Boston to take livelihcod as best, he can. In this new
Mrs. A E. Orff was hostess to the boat to Miami where he will spend phase of hls life he again becomes
Chapin Class Tuesday evening. Thir the winter.
involved in trouble when he sees a
Smoother Performance
with
teen were present and the time was
mob of natives attacking a white
Mrs. John Haines McLoon was
devoted to Red Cross sewing and
GEORGE O’BRIEN
CLARE TREVOR
girl. He rescues the girl from thc
patchwork. The monthly supper hostess to the Monday Contract Club, meb and a tender attachment bcEL BRENDEL
the
evening
being
devoted
to
plan

takes place next Tuesday with Mrs.
| tween them begins. But she ls »
ADDED
ning for a benefit hospital dance
G. L. St. Clair as chairman.
_____
, girl of high social standing, and a
"THREE MUSKETEERS" No. 12
Miss Rose Whitmore entertained
Mrs Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs / "charged naval officer is not thc
Now Playing “ABOVE THE CLOUDS," RICHARD CROMWELL
Tuesday evening in honor of Wil- Harry H Brown and Mrs. Sumn'T ! most appropriate of companions for
MON , TUES.. WED —MAE W EST in “I'M NO ANGEL"
liam Wincapaw. Jr., who left Wed- Whitney entertained at Mrs. Brown's her. Fay Wray has the leading fem
Especially Adapted for Quick Starting in Cold Weather
nesday for his new home in Win- j home Tuesday evening, the occasion inine role.
Shows: 2, 6.30, 8.30; Cont. Satur
Oeorge O’Brien comes Saturday in 1
throp, Mars. The time passed hap- I serving as a farewell party for Capt.
ST0SANIID
day. 2. to 10.30
and Essolube • The world’s
Exaggerated advertising claims
pily with games, music and refresh- j and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw who are the Zane Orey story, "Thc Last
leading petroleum organization
about quick starting are with us
ments Guests were Luella Snow. : to reside In Winthrop. Mass. There Trail."
The story concerns I'.'elf with a 1
Constance Snow. Hulda Smith. Ruth were four tables of cards, with honor:
stands squarely behind these prod
again. Do not be misled. The ef
Ward. Elzada North. Mary Ginn, j going to Mrs. Maynard Marston. Mrs group of rackiueers from the big city .
ucts. They are adapted to meet all
fect of improper oil and fuel on
Bernadette Snow, Viola Anderson.' Basil Stinson, Mrs. Osgood Gilbert. who try to rnuscle in on a new j
winter
requirements. All year
your
motor
in
winter
is
too
serious.
Rose Flanagan, Stanley Gay, Ted j Mr. Stinson. Rodney Feyler of Thom- racket. They have abandoned beet-j
round they are the standard of
You can't afford to gamble with
Ladd. Edward Heliier, Jr.. Lee and aston and Mr. Gilbert. The honor running for cattle rustling, and mak» 1
To any firm, person or corporation in any way furnishing fuel,
Richard Thomao. Russell Barttott. guests were presented with a hand- an attempt to transplant the hijack- j
comparison; and the best. Esso
battery trouble, worn bearings or
food. rrnt. clothing, milk, or any other item for tire Emergency Re
Jr., Hervey Allen, Jr , Howard Crock some serving tray decorated with a ing methods from the canyons of thc ,
lief Account for thc town of St. George, NOTICE: Vour invoices In
lene and Essolube are on
a cylinder-reboring job.
__ COIONIAL
duplicate and duly approved by recipients, must be in our office not
ett. Walter Barstow. John Karl and silhouette and friendship motto metropolis to the canyons of thc
sale at 30,000 Esso Stations
They
are
too
expensive
later than thc 10th of thc month following the month items were
Gerald Black.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs primitive West. They encounter a
furnished. The Emergency Relief accounts cannot continue to
and Dealers from Maine
•
You
can
be
sure
of
your
receive the business unless you comply with thc above request.
See the Rockland Shells and Cam Marston. Mr. and Mrs Basil Stinso.i. new type of opposition in this new
to Louisiana. c<*». imj, e>«>. i«-.
car
when
you
use
Essolene
stations
Signed by—
den Locals fight it out In the season's Mr. and Mrs. Feyler. Mr. and Mrs. territory — the opposition of men
Whitney.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brown,
Mr.
more
dangerous
and
daring
than
scrappiest football game Thanksgiv
tf FRED H. SMALLEY,
ing Day at 2 o'clock, Community Hara Mid Mrs Gilbert, Mr. and Mr Phil they ever dreamed of being them
feral Adminl.lrator Emergency Relief, Town of St. Georg*
COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY, INCORPORATED
i - adv.
138-143
brook and Oapt and Mrs Wincapaw selves.—-adv.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially dealres Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone wUl be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE _____ 770 or 794

for EVERY

PURSE and

PURPOSE !

$ 1550

$1950

COAT
SALE
For

$2350

Women
and
Misses

$3450

$4250

TERMS

$4950

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC

$58°°

A

When You Have Seen

These Beautiful
Coats You
I
Will Agree That They Are

The Very Finest Values

$6500

You Have Ever Seen

“Wee Maid” Dresses

$6.95

HOTEL

GRALYNN

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

“SHANGHAI
, MADNESS”

—

“THE LAST TRAIL”

1

THE COLDER
IT GETS
(iAe

iAe

Essolene

and Essolube

AS TO EMERGENCY RELIEF

Esso

f

i sented Dec 8 at the high school
gymnasium. Union, part of the pro
Sunday morning at the Congrega ceeds to go towards the fund for the
tional Church the pastor’s subject gymnasium seats there. The per
will be, "Melody," the first of a series formance •will start, at 8 o'clock.
of sermons on music. The evening
Mrs. Alice Gordon and Jeruel M.
service wyi be in union with the Bap Hart were dinner guests Sunday o!
tist Church Rev. H I Holt to be the Mr. and Mrs. C. Frank Berryspeaker.
Knox Pomona will meet Saturdiv
My tic R-bckah Lodge observed wi'.h Evening Star Orange of Wash
charter members' night Monday, two ington.
out of the eight charter members.
Mr ar.d Mrs. Ira Hilt of Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Waltz, being •pent Saturday with Mr and Mrpresent. An entertainment of musi Frank Stahl.
cal numbers was given and light, re
Mr. and Mrs. Willis R Vinal mo
freshments served.
tored Saturday to Augusta, return
Carl Oxton shot a fox Friday in the ing the same day.
Harold Drewett left Wednesday
vicinity of Libby hill.
“Sunday Evening at Seth Parker's” morning lor Dedham. Mass., where
. with the Warren cast, will be pre- he will spend the weekend and holl-

WARREN

With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
Agricultural

The Farm Bureau membership .re
port for the period ending Nov. 15
showed an increase of 2333 members
in the State over a year ago. there being at the piesent time 11.788 mem
bers in the 14 Farm Bureau counties
of the state. Knox-Lincoln had 310
men and 408 women, a total of 718.
• • • •
The annual community planning
meetings start next week. The first
meeting is at the Community House.
Orff's Corner Dec. 6. The tax situa
tion will be discussed in the forenoon.
The meeting will start at 10. am. In
the afternoon the plan of Extension
Work for the year will be arranged
The next meeting will be Saturday.
December 9 at Henry Keller's home.
W. Rockport.
• • • *
Harry Richardson, poultry specialist '
of the Extension Service will be in ,
the count.es next Thursday and Fri
day to visit foultrymen who are dcing pedigreeir.j work. Calls will be
made thus: Dec. 7.‘Austin Sproul
South Bristol and Luther Carney. |
Sheepscctt. Mr. Spioul has Rhode
Island Reis and Mr. Carney Barred
Rocks. Their records will be checked
and breeding pens made up Friday •
calls will be made on Henry Keller
West Rockport:
George Hodson.
Camden and Hugh Little. Rockland:
Mavnard Kinney. St. George road,
’inomaston. Mr. Keller ar.d Mr.
Kinney and Mr. Little have Rhode
Island Reds and Mr. Hodson. Whit?
Leghorns.
• • • •
A mimeographed sheet is available
at the Farm Bureau office showing
a simple device for home smoking
meat and instructions for its use.
A copy will gladly be mailed to any
one requesting one.
• • • •
Poultry accounts have been received
from Mrs. Amber Childs and Albert
Elwell. Orffs Corner. These books
will be checked and sent to Orono to
be used in making a State summary.
4-H

Every-Other-Day
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Oldis of Waldoboro; fourth prize,
Falena Hilton of North Whitefield.
Bean Exhibit: Second prize. Edward
Palmer of Aina; third prize. J. Wil
fred. Hobbs of Hope: fourth prize
John Pearse and Q. Barrett of Hope.
Potato Exhibit: Fourth prize.
Leonard Brann of North Whitefield; fifth prize. Kenneth Elwell of
Orffs Corner.

div with his parents Mr and Mr..
Frank Drewett. Sr.
Average attendance in some of the
Warren schools has dropped 50 per
cent because of the prevalence uf
mumps.
Miss Edna F Boggs Is visiting relatves and friends in Portland.
Recent, guets of Mrs. O D Gould
were Mrs Alice M. Spear and Mrs.
Carrie Waltz of Rockland.
Rev. H I Helt was able to be out
Tuesday after having been confined
to the house for several days with an
attack of grippe.
Je-ef ' Vinal arrived Wednesday
night from the University of Maine
to spend the holiday with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Willis R Vinal. He
xpccts to return to Orono Thursday-

night as there are classes at. the Uni
versity which he should attend Fri
day.
Warren friends regret the illness
of Rev Emerson Herrick of Wayne,
who is at present at the Cehtral
Maine General Hospital in Lewiston.
He doubtless would be pleased to hear
(torn any of his friends who wish to
remember him with cards.

PLENTY OF FRESH AIR - NO DRAFTS
You Will Find the

K. & W. “DEFLEKTA1R” Metal Centre
WINDOW VENTILATOR
A Great Investment 'n Solid Comfort

Outdoor freshness with indoor snugness.
Wonderful ventila
tion for liv.ng and sleeping rooms Rain and snow cannot get in.
Curtains arl draperies p’.o.icted ajjlrst c t. icc. and me mie.
These K. ft W. Ventilators arc rtrcrvlv n-n'c—a .,rb!c to any
window. Two sizes—8 inch high- adjustable 21 to 37 inches wide
35c. By mail 45c; 11 Inches high--adjustable 21 to 37 inches wide
55c. By mail 65c.

ST. GEORGE
At the meeting of the Eastern
Star Chapter Friday night Miss Har
riet Long will present a history of
the Order and its founder. The re
freshment committee for this meet
ing will comprise Mrs. William Imlach and Mrs. Alfred C. Hocking.

6233

.

IARM,

DAIRY

and

►'OIJllRY

eimdall
rtCERAL'and

iUcrLItS - AIEDJ “

& Whitney

TEMPtL MS.,

PORTLAND

MAI

Club News

The week of December 4-9 has been
designated as. Enrollment week. ByDee 9 all old clubs In the countyshould be reo-.ganlzed with program
of work made and sent to the county
office and at least a part of the pro
ject enrollment sent in. Seventeen
clubs have reported meetings, 8 have
sent in enrollment cards, and three
programs of work has been received '
up to this date Organize early this
year so the club members will have
plenty of time to do club work and
meet the requiremen's ior a seal.
• • • •

Knox-Lincoln Club members who
had exhibits selected for the State
seed show in Portland won the follow
ing honors:
Canning:
Second prize, Annie
Rhodes of Union; third rrze. Helen

QOOR CHILD

/AND THE SCHOOL
Br D» ALLEN G IRELAND

Detttut. FiyurW
Hts /t*itj Suit

Httlib [dtitntt
o< fsUtt IliUttlitt

Talking Health Is Bad
Everyone knows how tired we get
over hearing some one thing all the
time. It may be a popular song, a
bit of slang, or just plain words
spoken too often. At
first we become so
accustomed to it that
it does not mean any
thing. Then, as we
say, we get “sick of
it.” Well, that is one
reaction of the child
when he hears
“health” day in and day out. Soon
he gets used to it, and when he
doesn’t understand what it means,
it is just so much wasted breath.
If the child thinks of health only
as “getting well,” how are we to in
fluence him when he is well?
Ask yourself “What does he want
most when he is well?” There is
the key; his interest. If it is sum
mer, it may be swimming; in the
winter, skating. Perhaps there is a
ball team or a Scout troop. It may
be to sing or to play the piano bet
ter; or, just possibly, to get better
marks at school.
Look for the
things children want to do and you
have the strongest possible appeal.
Next week Dr. Ireland will write
about malnutrition.

COMPLETE ZJ
FUNERALS

TMODERATirCoS
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

AMOCO-GAS

Maine to
Florida!

—the original special motor fuel!

’he American Oil Company and its famous products
have arrived!

For some time our company has been very active
adapting the facilities taken over in this territory to
the handling and sale of its products. A tremendous
behind-the-line task.
New equipment and storage at ocean terminals and
hulk plants. Company service stations and dealers’
pumps and tanks repaired and painted (with more im
provements still to he made wherever necessary for

And, what's more, the
famous products themselves now on hand in the pumps
ready for delivery to you.
quicker and better service).

The American Oil Company and its associated
companies make and sell a complete line of quality
petroleum products.
Our current series of announcements will deal
primarily with products for use in automobiles and
trucks. Here they are:

Orange AMERICAN GAS

AMOCO-GAS is the original special motor fuel
and sells at a premium over regular gasoline. AMOCOGAS is regarded as the finest motor fuel on earth, and
for nearly two decades many millions of gallons
annually had been sold at a
premium over regular
gasoline. It was worth every cent of that premium. Just
several months ago, ehangi’d economic factors in indus

try, combined with advantages resulting from our mer
ger with Pan American Petroleum & Transport Com
pany and subsidiaries, made possible a reduction of
40%—24 per gallon — in the premium of AMOCO-GAS.
The same famous quality has not been changed.
At its reduced premium, AMOCO-GAS is a real bar
gain. It’s different! Its formula is our own exclusive
one, employing distinctive expensive ingredients. You
get AMOCO-GAS at the GREEN PUMP bearing the

AMERICAN OIL
* TERRITORY
New

"AMOCO” globe.

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New York
Northern New Jersey
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

AMOCO MOTOR OILS
"As good as the gas”—AMOCO Motor Oils. With
100% Pure Paraffine Base, it perfectly lubricates
today’s high speed motors and older ears, as well.

★

—a regular gas—best at regular gas price

★

Old
Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Ohio
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina

★

Orange AMERICAN GAS has a pure petroleum
base. It is always sold for just what it is—a regular gaso
line—an honest value, honestly described. Orange
AMERICAN GAS always was —and still is—the finest

Try these great products. You’ll find that in their
respective fields they offer much more value to you.
They are honest values—honestly described.

gasoline selling at regular gas price. It is sold from
the YELLOW and BLACK PUMP bearing the

Another of this series “AMERICAN” MARCHES
AHEAD!. ..will appear in a few days... Watch for it!
... Read it!... Profit by it!

"AMERICAN GAS’’ globe.

A.noti''

★ ON THE AIR! * THE AMERICAN REVUE *
with ETHEL WATERS and GEORGE BEATTY
Over Columbia Network, SUNDAY, 7 to 7:30 P. M.
—«

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
Maker of American Heating and Range Oils, Amoco-Gas, Orange American Gas, Amoco Motor Oils

THURSTON OIL COMPANY,

TEL. 127

TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND

*■*<

